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Abstract 
Based on the theoretical framework proposed by Cummins (1981 a), 
Alderson.4l984) and Bialystok and Ryan (1985)， this research attempts 
ce ...:.:‘ ce. -
(i) to determine if the Chinese readers transfer their L1 (Chinese) 
reading skills to reading L2 (English), (ii) to identify the underlying 
• 
cognitive mechanisms that are responsible for the relationship between 
reading in L1 and reading in L2, and (iii) to establish four types of 
readers according to their different behavioral characteristics in 
several cognitive tasks. 
62 col lege student subjects from Beijing Foreign Studies 
rr. 
« University were recruited in the study, among whom 22 were Year-1 
students and 40 were Year-3 students. The test battery included 
reading comprehension tests in L1 and L2, working memory tests in L1 
and L2, tests of analyzed linguistic knowledge in L1 and L2, tests of 
cognitive control in L1 and L2, intelligence test and English 
proficiency test. 
The results of the tests show that the readers "transferred their 
Chinese reading skills to reading in English, which is supportive of 
Cummins Interdependence Hypothesis, and that the cognitive mechanisms 
underlying reading in L1 and L2 are working memory, analyzed linguistic 
knowledge and cognitive control. It is also found that language 
competence exerts a powerful effect on the reader, thereby reducing the 
good reader‘s (mostly Year-1 subjects) advantage over the poor L1 
reader when they are reading in English. It is concluded that a 
linguistic threshold level prohibits the complete transfer of L1 
reading skills to the second language. The limited command of English 
of the Year-1 subjects forces good readers to revert to 'poor reader 
strategies'. 
It was expected that L2 reading should be more related to 
el intelligence than L1 reading. However, intelligence is found to be 
related more to L1 reading than to L2 reading. It is suggested that 
this finding might have been the result of (i) the invalidity of the 
intelligence test, and (ii) the type of the intelligence test used in 
the measurement of intelligence. 
Finally, theoretical and pedagogical implications are discussed. 
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 
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1.1 The Problem 
It is generally recognized that reading is essential to people in 
all walks of life. Nearly everybody reads, either for pleasure or for 
work; but not everybody is a proficient reader. Most people in fact 
suffer from reading deficiencies of one kind or another, which is true 
^ even of college students. ^ 
Attempts have been made to understand, or to find ways to deal 
with second language (L2) reading deficiency: sorae researchers have 
tried to approach the problem in terms of background knowledge, some in 
terms of word-decoding abilities and some others in terms of 
propositional encoding abilities (Haenggi and Perfetti, 1994). 
The present attempt, inspired by Geva and Ryan's study (1993)， 
will adopt an approach different from the above-mentioned ones, 
proposing to deal with Chinese college students' second l a n g u a g e (L2) 
reading deficiency from the perspective of their first language (L1) 
reading behavior, cognitive abilities acquired through both their L1 
and L2. Reference will be made to Alderson's hypotheses concerning 
reading in a foreign language (1984), Cummins' interdependence 
hypothesis' (1983), Bialyst6k and Ryan's metacognitive model (1985), 
theories about working memory, and to intelligence. 
1 
‘ ‘ \ 
Like many other studies which tend to leave future researchers 
with some unsolved problems of one kind or another, G & R，s study poses 
some questions which have given rise to some focuses of the present 
'‘广、；~-
•； - • . ] 二 丄,.- -G study. (See 2.5.4for the discussion ofthe G & R，s study). 一 
The focuses are: 
1) the transfer of reading abilities from L1 (Chinese) to L2 . 
(English); 
2) thecoramon cognitive properties underlying reading abilities 
：. in L1 (Chinese) and L2 (English)； 
3) the role of analyzed linguistic knowledge (ALK) and cognitive 
contjrol (CTRL) in L1 and L2 reading; 
4) the identification of different types of readers in terms of 
their L1 reading and cognitive abilities. 
To date, few studies have been conducted which focus on all four 
areas. Researchers aiming at shedding light on all four seera well 
worth the effort. 
2 
1,2 Scope of the Study 
In the field of SLA, attempts have been based on Alderson's 
,,K hypotheses concerning reading in a foreign language and Cummins，);:nt 
^Interdependence Hypothesfs'for the exploration of L2 reading abilities 
from the perspectives of the subjects' L1 reading abilities; the result 
seeras to suggest that reading abilities in L1 and L2 are closely 
related. Yet hardly has anything been done to date to specify the 
particular cognitive mechanisms that underlie reading comprehension in 
both L1 and L2, nor has there been much research done to address (i) 
the relationship between the cognitive correlates and college students' 
4 « 
-reading abilities in Chinese (L1) and reading in English (L2) 
respectively, {ii) the cognitive correlates measured in L1 and those 
measured in L2 and, (iii) reading abilities in Chinese and English. 
Bialystok and Ryan (1985) argue that reading make heavy demands 
along the two dimensions of ^cognitive control‘ and 'analyzed 
linguistic knowledge，. The present study is one of the few which look 
into the relationship between the two dimensions and reading in Chinese 
(L1) and English (L2) respectively. 
Along with the discussion of the two dimensions, the present 
study will also address the effects of memory and intelligence on 
reading in Chinese and English, 
It is hoped that the present study will shed some light on these 
cognitive mechanisms and further the understanding of the problems 
which may lead to poor reading behavior in English by Chinese college 
3 
I . 
students'. More specifically, the following research questions will be 
examined: 
1) Do the college students transfer their L1 (Chinese) reading 
abilities to their L2 (Eng 1 isH)eireading？ 
2) Is there a close relationship between the college students' 
reading abilities in Chinese and their 
i) Chinese analyzed linguistic knowledge (CALK)? 
ii) Chinese cognitive control (CCTRL)? 
iii) Chinese working memory (CMEMO)? 
iv) intelligence (INT)? 
3) Is there a close relationship betweep the college students' 
reading abilities in English and their 
i) English analyzed linguistic knowledge (EALK)? 
ii). English cognitive control (ECTRL)? 
iii) English working memory (EMEMO)? 
iv) Intelligence (INT)? 
4) Are cognitive control, analyzed linguistic knowledge and 
working memory the common underlying cognitive 
properties that reading comprehension in L1 (Chinese) 
and L2 (English) share? 
5) Among the variables such as CRD, CMEMO, EMEMO, CCTRL, ECTRL, 
CALK, EALK and INT, which are the best predictors of ERD? 
6) What are the behavioral characteristics along the nine 
dimensions (CRD, CALK, EALK, CCTRL, ECTRL, OvttM), EMEMO, 
INT, EPROF) of both good and poor readers in English among 
4 
the col lege students?^ 
• 
4 « 
^ The present study is focusing on the four variables, namely, 
analysed linguistic knowledge, cognitive control, working memory and 
intelligence in the discussion of the relationship between reading in 
L1 (Chinese) and reading in L2 (English). This does not necessarily 
mean that other variables such as text topic, background knowledge 
and reading purpose are less important in one's reading performance. 
But owing to the scope of the present study and the interests of the 
present writer, the study will be confined to the discussion of the 
above four variables. 
5 
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1-3 Significance of the Study. 
The present study attempts to approach Chinese college students' 
English (L2) reading on the basis of Alderson's hypotheses concerning 
'•-• • 、 . , * " * ? 〜 
、 一 reading in a foreigru: language and Cummins， ‘ Interdependence vs 
hypothesis', looking into the subjects， L2 reading in relation to 
their Chinese (L1) reading behavior along these dimensions: Chinese 
reading comprehension abilities, working memory, intelligence, analyzed 
linguistic knowledge and cognitive control. It hopes to find out (i) 
二 if reading comprehension abilities are transferable from reading in L1 
• ‘ • . 'v 
(Chinese) to reading in L2 (English), and (ii) if the cognitive ^  
abilities in L1 are related totheir counterparts in L2. Should these 
-4lO 
be found to be really the case, we would feel able to (i) support 
Alderson's hypotheses and Cummins' 'interdependence hypothesis' with 
Chinese as the native language and (ii) identify some types of L2 
readers on the basis of readers， behavior in the dimensions suggested 
rather than the traditional considerations of prior knowledge, word-
identification ability and the like. And this should lead to a better 
understanding of the L2 reading problems. A study of this nature 
should be of significance both academically and pedagically. 
It is hoped that the conclusions reached here will prove useful 
in assessing empirically . the 'interdependence hypothesis,, and 
identifying some types of L2 readers. 
6 
1.4 Definition of Terms 
Analyzed 1 ingurstic knowledge 一一 A cognitive dimension, identified, by 
to ‘ Bialystok and Ryan (1985)，which refers to the skill component that is 
responsible for the structuring and explication of linguistic 
knowledge. 
Cognitive control -^ A cognitive dimension, identified by Bialystok and 
Ryan (1985),which refers to the executive component responsiblefor 
directing attention to the selection and integration of information. 
Intelligence -- A personal quality of mind, a trait, which differs 
importantly from individual to individual, which is prior to and 
； independent of experience, rning, and achievement, and which 
thereby causes and explains variation in human competence. It 
consists of the ability to deal with novel demands, and the 
ability to automatize information processing. A theory of 
intelligence is concerned with how individuals vary, not in their 力 
'L abilities with these mechanism and functions. These abilities 
ultimately explain differences in intelligence. (Based on 
Sternberg, 1990y. 
Reading— In the process of reading, the mature reader's primary task 
is to get meaning from the printed words. The eyes make a series 
of sweeps and fixations from left to right across the page. When 
the eyes pause (fixate), the reader perceives words. Mature 
readers perceive words automatically because of their vast amount 
of pratice and exposure to the printed text. They use the 
surrounding words and their meanings, knowledge of syntax, and 
familiarity with the ideas in the text to aid in the 
instantaneous recognition of words and understanding of the 
text. Thus through a series of eye movements and pauses, the 
readers receive a meaningful message from the printed words. The 
skilled reader, based on his or her experience, also responds to 
the message in a critical way--drawing conclusions, making 
references, and reasoning about the content. (Encyclopedia 
Americana, based on Carroll, 1976). 
Transfer — The dictionary meaning of the term 'transfer，is "to 
convey, carry, remove or send from one person, place, or 
position to another. (Gibson & Levin 1980). The term is also 
commonly employed by psychologists and by educators to refer to 
the fact that something learned in one situation will affect, 
2 Since students were at maximum two years apart, IQ may stand 
instead of mental age. ^ 
either beneficially or adversely, learning in another situation. * 
Working memory -- Generally refers to a system which is involved in 
both cognitive processing and in the transient storage of 
.information that is being processed during the performance of a 
wide cl^ ange of cognitive tasks. Cognitive tasks of any degree of 
complexicity (e.g. problem solving; comprehension of text) 
involve a number of different processing stages, and working 
memory allows the updated "state of play" on the task to be 





Chapter 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter starts with a brief introduction of Cummins， 
^ , w 
interdependence hypothesis and Alderson,s hypotheses about reading in 
a foreign language, which are understood here as a specification of 
• I 
Cummin，s hypothesis. Since the interrelationship between L1 and L2 
proficiency and performance can be studied from two metacognitive 
perspectives proposed by Bialystok and Ryan (1985): analyzed linguisitc 
knowledge and cognitive control, the introduction will be followed by 
discussion of the B & R metacognitive model, by way of specifying 
Cummins， Interdependence Hypothesis. ^ 
Besides the two metacognitive dimensions, working memory and 
intelligence have also been found to contribute to the building up of 
the relationship between L1 and L2 proficiency. A review will then 
follow theories on working memory and intelligence in relation to 
reading in L1 and L2. Coming after the review of theories will be a 
A 
discussion of the Geva and Ryan (1993) study, on which the present 
study is modelled. The chapter will be wound up with a listing of the 




2,1 Cummins， Interdependence Hypothesis 
2.1.1 The SUP and CUP Mode 1 s of Bilingual Proficiency 
There are at least tw.oaalternative conceptions of bilingual 
proficiency: the separate underlying proficiency (SUP) model and the . 
other is the common underlying proficiency '(CUP) model. 
The SUP model argues that if bilingual learners are deficient in 
English {L2), then they need instruction in English, rather than their 
Ll， which implies, initially: 
1) that proficiency in Ll is separate from proficiency in 
English; ^ 
^m 
2) that there is a direct relationship between exposure to a ‘ 
language and achievement in that language. 
The SUP model is illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
The second implication of the SUP model is that if Ll and L2 
proficiency are separate, then content and skills learned through Ll 
cannot be transferred to L2, and vice versa. In terms of the balloon 
metaphor illustrated in Figure 2.1, blowing linguistic knowledge into 
the Ll balloon will succeed in inflating Ll but not L2. When bilingual 
education is approached with these *common sense， assumptions about 
bilingual proficiency, it appears i1 logical to argue that one can 
inflate the L2 balloon by blowing into the Ll balloon. 
Despite its intuitive appeal, however, there is little evidence 
to support the SUP model. Macnamara (1970) points out that a strict 
10 
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V A FIGURE 2.1 The separate underlying psoficiency (SUP) 
鴻 
model of bilingual proficiency 
interpretation of the SUP model would leave the bilingual learner in a 
curious predicament in that *he would have great difficulty in 
"communicating" with himself. Whenever he switched language he would 
have great difficulty in explaining in L2 what he had heard or said in 
L1 (pp.25-26). It is not surprising that the SUP model is not 
seriously pursued by any other researchers. Nevertheless it is 
important to examine the research evidence in relation to this model 
since many educators, reading researchers tend to base their positions 
with regard to L2 education, e.g., L2 reading, which derive directly 
from this implicit and totally imppssible model. 
In opposition to the SUP model is the CUP model in which the 
literacy-related aspects of bilingual proficiency in L1 and L2 are seen 
11 
as common or interdependent across languages. 
Cummins and Swain (1986) suggest two ways of illustrating the 
CUP model (the interdependent principle). 
Figure e2t2 expresses the point— that experience with either 
• 
language can promote development of the proficiency underlying both 
languages. In Figure 2.3, bilingual proficien.cy is represented by 
means of a *dual-iceberg， in which common cross-lingual proficiencies 
underlie the obviously different surface manifestations of each 
language. , ( 
- X ； ： ： ^ ： ^ 
/ / C()mmon \^\ 
/ ( underlying \ \ 
‘ \ proficicncy \ 
pVV/ 
^ ^ Llchannd L2 channel / 
y 
V j j 
FIGURE 2.2 The common underlying proficiency model (CUP) of 
bilingual proficiency 
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3 prof iciency 
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教 
Figure 2,3 is a typical representation of Cummins' 
interdependence hypothesis. This hypothesis has been stated formally 
as follows (Curarains 1981 a; 1981 b; 1983; 1984 b): 
To the extent that instruction in Lx is 
effective in promoting proficiency in Lx, 
transfer of this proficiency to Ly will occur 
provided there is adequate exposure to Ly and 
, adequate motivation to learn Ly. 
In concrete terras what this hypothesis means is that, in a 
Chinese-English bilingual program, for example, instruction that 
develops Chinese reading skills is not just developing Chinese skills, 
it is also developing a deeper conceptual and linguistic proficiency 
which is strongly related to the development of English literacy and 
^ ^ ^ M M M M M M M M ^ ^ H ^ ^ H M M M M M M M M M M ^ M M H ^ M M M . 
^ This *daal-icebe^ g representation was first proposed in Qmmins， 
1981 a. 
13 
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general academic skills. In other words, although the surface aspects 
(e.g., pronunciation, fluency, etc.) of, Chinese and English or French 
are clearly separate, there is an underlying academic proficiency which 
.ispcommon across languages;c/^This common underlying proficiency makes 
possible the transfer of cognitive/academic or literacy-related skills 
across languages. 
As to what sort of literacy-related skills are involved in the ;^ . 
common underlying proficiency, Cummins (1983) believes that conceptual i . . 
i knowledge is the most obvious example. For instance, an immigrant 
j . ‘ • 
•| . . 
i child who arrives in North America at the age of 15 and understands the ！ 
j 
concept of^  *Thanksgiving Day，in his or her Ll，has to acquire only a 
4« 
new label in L2 for an already'existing concept. On the other hand, a 
child, who has not learned this terra in his or her Ll, has a very 
I 
different, and difficult task to acquire the concept in L2. In the 
same way, subject matter knowledge, thinking skills, reading 
strategies, etc. will become part of the common proficiency (transfer 
or become available in the subsequent language) underlying the 
languages the learner has learned, according to Cummins (1983). In a 
word, the 1i teracy-re1at ed skills involved in the underlying 
cognitive/academic proficiency (common underlying proficiency) include 
conceptual knowledge, subject matter knowledge, thinking skills and 
reading strategies. The relationship between the common underlying 
proficiency and the cognitive/academic skills such as reading skills is 
that, according to Cummins (1983), *this common underlying proficiency 
makes possible the transfer of cognitive/academic skills across 
14 
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languages'* 
2.1.2 Evaluating Cummins， Interdependence Hypothesis 
Althougfet.there is a prevailing perception in the United States 
that bilingual education has yet to prove its effectiveness (Baker & 
deKanter, 1981), findings of the available, well-controlled research 
are strongly supportive of the basic principle underlying bilingual 
education, i,e. the interdependence hypothesis. A review of 
international bilingual educaition evaluations (Cummins, 1983) reports 
that virtually all the evaluation results are interpretablewithin the 
^ context of the interdependencg hypothesis. 
According to Cumrains and Swain (1986)， there are three major 
sources of evidence for the interdependence hypothesis: 
1) results of bilingual education programs； 
2) studies relating age on arrival and immigrant students‘ L2 
acquisition; 
3) studies relating bi 1 ingual language use in the home to 
academic achievement. 
We will take a brief glance at how age on arrival may be related 
to immigrant students' L2 acquisition. 
On the basis of the interdependence hypothesis, it would be 
predicted that older learners who are raore cognitively mature and whose 
L1 proficiency is better developed would acquire cognitively demanding 
aspects of L2 proficiency more rapidly than younger learners. Some 




1981 b; Genesee, 1978 c; Kreshen et al., 1979). 
,' 
“One area where research suggests older learners may not have an 
advantage is pronunciation, which significantly appears to be one of 
the i^ ast cognitively demanding' aspects of both L1 and L2 proficiency. 
Curarains et al. (1984) conducted an investigation into the extent 
to which L1 and L2 academic skills are interdependent. The subjects ‘ 
were children of Japanese temporary residents in Toronto. At the time 
the test was given, the students were either in grades 2 to 3 or grades 
5 to 6 of Canadian schools and all were attending a Japanese language 人 
school. 
\ 
The assessment procedures in English and Japanese involved 
individual interviews. Students were also given a variety of measures 
designed to assess cognitive/academic aspects of English and Japanese 
proficiency. In Japanese, the measures consisted of a standardized 
I diagnostic reading test； the English measures consisted of tests 1 ike 1 
the Gates-McGinitic grade 2 test of vocabulary and reading 
丨 comprehension• 
The interdependence hypothesis was tested by means of a variety 
of analyses and older children were found to be better than younger 
. ones on most of the English/academic measures. This result is 
explainable within the interdependence hypothesis: The older children 
were better because they were more cognitively and academically 
developed in their native language and because they possessed a better 
developed CUP, which functioned to facilitate the transfer of academic 
skills from L1 to L2. This study, among others, show that the 
16 
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interdependence hypothesis has its empirical basis. 
I • 
^v2A,3 Understanding the ,Cummins Interdependence Hvpothesis in^ 
The Curarains interdependence hypothesis claims that L1 and L2 
academic skills are * interdependent‘ because there exists a coramon 
proficiency underlying the obviously different surface manifestations 
of each language the learner has learned. This common underlying 
L •‘ proficiency makes it possible for L1 academic/linguistic skills to 
transfer across languages. 
This hypothesis is powerful in that it provides the possibility «* 
of tracing learners， L2 learning deficiency to their L1 learning 
f 
behavior, of facilitating learners' L2 academic progress through their 
L1 instruction with no long-terra cost to their academic development in 
i their L2 (Cummins, 1983). 
i 
1 Appealing as the interdependence hypothesis may be, little 
elaboration has been provided on the nature of underlying mechanisms 
(CUP) that may facilitate such interdependence and transfer in 
linguistic skills (e.g., reading skills). 
When introducing the interdependence hypothesis, Cummins (1983)， 
in passing, touches upon the components of the coramon underlying 
proficiency and says that conceptual knowledge, thinking skills etc. 
are involved in the common underlying proficiency. 
What is *conceptual knowledge'? What is meant by *thinking 
skills，？ Besides conceptual knowledge and thinking skills, are there 
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丨 other things that are also included in the common underlying 
proficiency? What role do the various components play in the 
interdependent relationship between different types of linguistic 
performance such as reading in L1 and L2? Only when we are able to ，’,^' 
answer these questions will we be able to understand the interdependent 
relationship between linguistic performance in L1 and L2 better, 
thereby helping L2 learners (readers) enhance their L2 (reading) 
proficiency more effectively. 
There must .be a great number of literacy-related skills that 
serve as part of the common proficiency underlying L1 and linguistic 
performance such as reading comprehension in both L1 and L2. Because 
of the limited scope of the present study and the interests of the 
present writer, we will concentrate on four mechanisms that are 
believed here to be the cognitive components in reading, in either L1 
and L2, to be involved in the common underlying proficiency. They are 
1) analyzed linguistic knowledge; 
2) cognitive control； 
3) working memory; 
4) intelligence; 
among which, analyzed linguistic knowledge and cognitive control are 
identified in the Bialystok and Ryan (1985) model. 
2.1.4 Alderson^s View on Reading in a Foreign Language 
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\ 2,1.4.1 Alderson，s Hypotheses 
In section 2.1.2, we reviewed Cummins‘ interdependence hypothesis 
whichclaims that the transfer of language proficiency from Lx to Ly 
•？ .! i “ . • j tequ? will occur on coMition that there is acfequate exposure to Ly arid ^ 
adequate motivation to learn Ly. Cummin's hypothesis is consistent 
with Alderson's (1984) view on reading in a foreign language. Alderson 
traces problems in reading in a foreign language to the readers， poor 
reading behavior in their first language. In recalling his experience 
in Mexico, Alderson {1984) writes that * the reason their students 
cannot read adequately in English is that they cannot read adequately 
in the native language in the first ^ lace'. 
On the basis the speculations by researchers such as Jolly (1978) 
and Coady (1979)， Alderson suggests a series of researchable hypotheses 
concerning reading problems in a foreign language. 
Hypothesis 1: 
Poor reading in a foreign language is due to poor reading 
abilities in the first language. Poor first-language readers will read 
poorly in the forengn language and good first-language readers will 
read well in the foreign language. 
Hypothesis 2: 
Poor reading in a foreign language is due to inadequate knowledge 
of the target language. 




Poor foreign language reading is due to reading strategies in the 
first language not being employed in the foreign language, due to 
inadequate knowledge of the foreign language. Good L1 readers will 
read well in the foreign language once they have passed a threshold of 
foreign language ability. 
‘Alderson has found a lot of evidence to support all the above 
hypotheses. 
Evidence for hypothesis 1 
” In this p'art of discussion, Alderson lists evidence showing that 
'teaching children to read in their first language will result in 
eventual improved reading ability in the second language when compared ^ 
with children who first learned to read in their second language'. 
*These findings would imply that there is indeed a transfer effect of 
reading ability from first to second language'. 
In the explanation of this phenomenon, Alderson claims, with 
reference to Cummins， （1979) ideas about cognitive/academic language 
proficiencies {CALP), that development in second language proficiency 
is 'partially a function of the level of first language proficfiency at 
the time when intensive exposure to the second language is begun', 
that reading ability is related to or indeed part of the 
cognitive/academic language proficiency dimension, that students who 
are proficient readers in their first language are more likely to 
become good readers in the second language than are poor first-language 
readers. 
Alderson also reminds the reader of the danger of using cloze 
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tests as a measure of reading ability. In his studies (Alderson 1978， 
1979 a, 1979 b, 1980) Alderson claims that the cloze test is more a 
measure of lower-order language ability than of higher-order reading 
ability. ‘ 
Evidence for hypothesis 2 
. Alderson, Bastien and Madrazo (1977) provide evidence which 
suggests that a student's knowledge of the foreign language is more 
important to the comprehension of foreign language texts than is 
reading ability in the first language. They found in their experiment 
with a group of Mexican university students that the correlation 
between English language proficiency and reading comprehension (rho = ^  
劝 
,67) was higher than the correlation between reading in English and in 
Spanish (rho = .44 and .56). The effect of foreign language 
proficiency on the comprehension of foreign languages, however, depends 
on the difficulty level of the text (text effect). 
Additionally Alderson emphasizes the important role knowledge 
about contextual constraints of a foreign language (which is part of 
the competence of that foreign language) plays in the comprehension of 
the foreign language. 
Evidence for hypothesis 2a 
Clarke (1979) carried out miscue analysis on two reader of equal 
EFL proficiency, one a good L1 reader, one a poor L1 reader. The 
analysis was carried out on readings in both the first and the foreign 
language. The good L1 reader's performance in the readings in the L1 
language was more acceptable than the poor L1 reader. However, the 
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difference between the two was greatly reduced in the foreign language. 
Clarke therefore suggests that there may exist a 'language competence 
ceiling，which *hampers the good Ll reader in his attempts to use 
effctive reading behavioura:iin the foreign language. This implies, 
according Alderson that there is no direct transfer of ability or 
strategies across languages, and that foreign language competence is 
required before transfer can occur. That is to say, foreign language 
readers will not be able to read as well in the foreign language as in 
jO their .first languge until they reach a threshold level of competence in ‘ 
that foreign language. 
In conclusion, Alderson makes a series of suggestions for fixture^  
research. What is needed at present is studies which are directed to 
the problems of reading in a foreign language and its relation with 
language competence and first-language reading ability, and conceivably 
also other cognitive abilities in the area of what Cummins has called 
the cognitive/academic language proficiency. What is also needed is 
informatiuon on reading ability in the first language, ideally where 
the sample of subjects contained both *good， and *poor， first-language 
readers; information of the reading ability in the foreign language; 
and information about the level and importantly, the nature, of the 
foreign language of the sarae individual. 
The present study is an attempt, on the basis of Alderson's 
suggestions, to reveal the realtionship between reading in one language 
and reading in another, and to verify some cognitive abilities 
underlying the relationship between reading in the first language and 
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reading in the foreign language. To date, however, few studies have 
been conducted to reveal the relationship between reading in the first 
and second. language with Chinese as the first language. The present 
, . j^.v"V' .• .:.、. L 6 � 
;f^ tudy is intended as an attempt to fill in the void, 
2,1,4.2 The Threshold Level(s) in L2 Reading Comprehension . 
In his hypotheses, Alderson draws attention to the importance of 
the threshold level of a foreign language, without which, the readers 
； will not be able to employ their L1 reading ;skills in reading in a 
foreign language. 
^ 
. Aldersouo's hypothesis in relation to the threshold level in L2 
reading behavior seeras to be related to Cummins' (1979) ideas 
concerning the notion of a *threshold level of linguistic competence' 
which billinguals need to achieve before the supposed benefits of 
bilingualism can appear: 
*One implication of the threshold hypothesis 
is that pupils who have attained the threshold 
may perform very differently on cognitive and 
academic tasks from pupils who have failed to 
attain the threshold' {p26). 
To be more specific, Cummins (1987) hypothesizes: 
The threshold level hypothesis proposes that 
there may be threshold levels of linguistic 
proficiency that bilingual children must 
attain in order to avoid cognitive 
disadvantages and to allow the potentially 
beneficial aspects of becoming bilingual to 
influence cognitive growth (pp59-60). 
According to Cummins (1987)， the higher or the lower threshold 
levels cannot be defined in absolute terms, because they vary with the 
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individual's stage of cognitive development as well as with the 
linguistic and cognitive demands of the tasks. Illuminating as this 
threshold hypothesis may seem, Cummins has not been able to give any 
thf quantitive examples forthreshold levels in either L1 or L2. ^ , 
V、:》- 飞 .• 
In our understanding, in the case of reading in a foreign 
language, readers who have attained the threshold level are predicted 
to behave differently from readers below the level. For the sake of 
the present study, subjects of two proficiency levels of English were 
tested to reveal the effect of the threshold level on the subjects' L2 . . . . ， 
reading behavior. 
^ 
2.2 The Bialvstok"Rvan Metacognitive Model (1985) 
2.2,1 Introduction 
According to Bialystok & Ryan (1985)，language is used mainly in 
three types of situations or language-use domains: conversational uses, 
literacy uses (reading and writing) and metalinguistic domains. The 
domains differ in difficulty and exihibit some developmental sequence. 
B & R，s metacognitive model has been established as an attempt (i) to 
understand the development of language proficiency across the above-
mentioned situations and (i,i) to understand the internal structure of 
each pf the situations (Bialystok, 1986). 
In the B & R model, two skill components (dimensions) are 
differentiated. One is referred to as analyzed linguistic knowledge 
and the other as cognitive control (See 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 for the 
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definition of the two components). Differernt uses of language in the 
above-mentioned situations can be described by their differential 
reliance on these separable skill components. They are considered to ‘ . 
be the mechanisms by whicH 4anguage proficiency improves through age, '^ 
experience, and instruction. These two components are theoretically 
orthogonal although pragmatically parallel and interrelated in complex . 
ways. Each component bears responsibility for one aspect of language 
processing and its development (Bialystok, 1991 a). The first component 
-i>i is essentially derived frora a concern withiithe episteraology and mental . 
representation of language. Mental representations evolve to become 
more structured, mor@» explicdt, and mor^ interrelated. The second 
component is derived from a concern with the executive procedures, the 
attention function, tapped in the deployment of knowledge. Selective 
attention improves with advance in proficiency. Clearly then, all 
tasks require both aspects; and the development of these skill 
components for representing and using information cannot proceed 
totally independently. 
B & R argue that distinguishing between the two interrelated 
aspects of metalinguistic performance is not only valuable for 
clarifying the nature of metalinguistic development but also for 
providing a clearer understanding of the full range of linguistic, 
literate and metalinguistic development of both first and second 
languages. 
B & R，s assumption of the framework is that a common set of 
underlying cognitive skills constitutes the mental underpinnings of 
25 
language proficiency. Hence, if there is more elaboration of the skill 
components by children, there will be increased performance in a 
variety of problems. This approach has an economy in that the same -
I components sei^< to describe the structure of particular \ang\mge 
\ abilities and to relate different language abilities to each other. B 
&R believe that the progression from novice to expert levels of skill 
within a domain can be explained for adult second language mastery as 
well. Therefore it is theoretically feasible to incorporate B & R，s 
t 
framework in studying the internal structure ,of adult reading in L1 and ^ 
L2. In this section of the chapter, we'll begin by reviewing the 
explicatioQ^ - of the two dimensions, viz. analyzed knowledge and 
/ 
cognitive control before we go on to examine the interpretation of 
reading skill development in L1 and L2 within this framework. 
2.2.2 The Dimension of Analyzed Linguistic Knowledge 
The term ^analyzed linguistic knowledge' refers to the skill 
component that is responsible for making explicit linguistic knowledge 
that has previously been implicit and intuitive. Linguistic knowledge 
involves knowledge of the uriits of speech, understanding of the 
relation between forras and meanings, and awareness of syntax 
{Bialystok, 1986; Bialystok, 1991 a; Bialystok and Ryan, 1985; 
Birdsong, 1989). 
For the explication of analyzed linguistic knowledge, B & R make 
the distinction between ^analyzed knowledge' and *unanalyzed 
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routinely, with little or no awareness of the structure of that 
information, and is not subject to intentional manipulation. 
Information that appears as analyzed knowledge is used creatively, with 
atterM^n to the structural prbperties of information, and deliberate 
participation in transformations. 
B & R hold that most ordinary cognitive activities may proceed on 
the basis of unanalyzed knowledge, but more difficult problems require 
analyzed representations of knowledge. In other words, access to the 
structure of analyzed, representations is essential to the solution of � 
certain linguistic problems. For language, the objective 
representations of the c^ ode permit the relationships between the forms 
and the meanings and among the language forms themselves to be examined 
separately and manipulated for various purposes. At any point along 
the dimension, the information may be the same—the learner can 
generate grammatical sentences. But the difference of the learner at 
the unanalyzed points and the learner at the analyzed extreme of this 
dimension is that the former can at the most generate grammatical 
sentences, whereas the latter can verbalize the rules governing these 
form-meaning relationships. . 
The dimension of analyzed knowledge can be applied to 
descriptions of language proficiency (Ehri, 1979; Bialystok and Ryan, 
1985). Only when the grammatical structure is known, rather than 
merely understood, will the learner be able to decipher written 
language that makes use of the structure. If on the other hand the 
language knowledge is unanalyzed, then it can be employed only in 
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conversational uses. Here B & R are not specific about the language 
that the conversational uses are in (e.g., whether it is the first 
language of the second language). If it is in the first language, we 
assume thaifeart;die conversaional uses of the language may be unanalyzed 
and less cognitively demanding than literacy uses of the language such 
as reading. But in a second language, we are afraid that B & R，s 
assumption is not quite applicable. Before the leamer has reached the 
level of automaticity in the conversational uses of the language, 
he/she has to keep alert with his/her use of the newly learned 
language, especially its grammar. So his/her use of the language in 
conversations should be considerably analyzed, if not less^  analyzed 
than literacy use of the language, such as reading in a second 
language.. 
B & R hold that people develop from more unanalyzed to more 
analyzed with general cognitive maturity. This implies that a more 
maturely developed learner can fulfil better a linguistic task such as 
reading which requires highly analyzed knowledge. ( 
•-
A learner with good analyzed knowledge about the structure of one 
language can be equally good along the dimension of the analyzed 
knowledge in another, because ‘languages share aspects of structure, at 
least to the degree that there are language universals'. 'Even for the 
construction of language-specific principles, the experience gained 
from the activity in the context of one language should facilitate the 
construction of analyzed knowledge of another language'. 
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linguistic knowledge gained through one language is closely related to 
the analyzed knowledge about a subsequent language. 
Nevertheless we should not thereby conclude that a good analyzed 
yzddnguistic knowledge in Ll guarantees a good analyzed knowledge in L2, … 
for B & R remind us of the fact that the major challenge for second-
language learning, and in particular, adult second-language learning, 
is in the development of analyzed linguistic knowledge. This dimension 
is more specific to a particular language and as such is less 
transferable to a second language. ^ ； 
- Finally, B & R argue that the structured representation of the 
- code—of a language can be promoted through instruction. 
4 « 
2.2.3 The Dimension of Cognitive Control 
The term ^cognitive control， refers to the executive component 
responsible for directing attention to the selection and integration 
(coordination) of information. This cognitive component (control over 
attention) is claimed to be central to language proficiency. The 
control is the process of selecting with or without awareness the 
information that will be attended to in the solution of a problem 
(Bialystok&Ryan， 1985 a; Bialystok, 1991 a; Ricciardelli, 1993). 
Different from some other information-processing models (See 
Case, 1985; Sternberg &Powell, 1983)， control over selective attention 
is regarded, in B &R，s model, at the same level of functioning as the 
process of analyzed linguistic knowledge. And cognitive control and 
analyzed knowledge are thought to be intimately connected. The 
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processingcomponents of analysis and control both reflect aspects of 
knowledge and skill. The process of analysis depends heavily on 
knowledge-based representations but demands as well the analytic skill 
.., to restructurg3th0se representations at^a>higher level. The process of 
control depends heavily on the skill of directing attention, but such 
attention would be vacuous without an adequate knowledge base 
(Bialystok, 1991 a). 
The selection function of the dimension of cognitive control is 
at work when the relevant information is not obvious; the coordination 
function is at work when the information frora a variety of sources must 
^ be consulted. 
4« 
r The concept of attention follows closely from the model of 
cognition proposed by Jackendoff (1987). He identifies two functions 
for attention: the selecting function and the directing function. The 
selecting function controls the level of detail that is activated in 
the representation of a given problem; the directing function controls 
attention to the specific information that is necessary for the 
solution. 
The dimension of cognitive control is important in language 
domains such as reading because the usual purpose of language is 
communicative; and because learners' early experiences are virtually 
I 
confined to this function, the aspect of linguistic message that 
spontaneously appears most relevant to the child learner is the 
meaning. If a language problem requires some attention to form, as in 
reading, then the learner must deliberately or intentionally focus on 
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form in order to supplement, derive or override the meaning. To 
succeed in the reading task, increased values along the control 
dimension must be correlated with an increase in the attention that 
must be directed to form. “”ist 
B & R claim that advanced levels of selection in the control 
function allow the learner to compensate for gaps in either control or 
• 
knowledge in order to meet the task requirements. Thus the difficulty 
posed by lack of appropriate knowledge may be avoided through adopt ion 
of particular strategies with which other sources are searched for 
information. 
As for the improvement along the control dimension, B & G (1985) 
« • 
suggest the following: 
1) to increase cognitive maturity that leads to operational 
thought^  ； , 
2) to expand the learner's working memory. Such an expansion 
wDuld be particularly neoessaiy for the control respcnsible 
for coordinating information. 
Finally, in discussing about the relationship between control in 
Ll and L2, B & R believe that the major challenge for a second language 
learner is to execute the established operations (cognitive control in 
Ll) with sufficient automaticity to meet the local task demands. Thus 
if control has been mastered for a first language, the main control 
^ In Piagetian terms, operational thought refers to the ability 
to analyze a domain of knowledge into explicitly structured categories 
and to draw inferences from that structure (Inhelder & Piaget，1964). 
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needed for the subsequent language learning is to develop automaticity. 
In line with this belief, we have reason to argue that cognitive 
control in L1 must be correlated with the control in L2. 
、 ‘ 
2.2,4 Analyzed Linguistic Knowledge, Cognitive Control and L2 Reading 
• Comprehension 
As has been mentioned previously in this section, language is 
used in different situations referred to also as language-use domains 
which are classified into three areas: conversational uses, literacy 
uses, and metalinguistic tasks. The three domains of language uses 
require different levels of the two processing components--analyzed ^ 
linguistic knowledge and cognitive control. By positing independence 
for the two components, we can present them as two orthogonal axes. 
Each axis marks increments in the demands placed upon each processing 
component. The three language-domains are thus positionally different 














FIGURE 2.4 Domains of language use (Bialystok, 1991 a) 鴻 
shows that metalinguistic tasks require both high degrees of control 
and analysis； language use in literacy domain requires moderate levels 
of control and analysis; and lastly language used in conversations 
requires the lowest levels of control and analysis. 
We，ll now concentrate on the domain of literacy use of language, 
and more specifically, reading. As shown in Figure 2.5, different 
kinds of reading requires different levels of control and analysis. 
Compared with beginning and early reading, skilled reading requires 
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FIGURE 2.5 The domain of literate uses of language 
(Bialystok, 1991 a) 
with reading in Ll, L2 reading requires higher levels of analysis. 
Reading, especially skilled reading requires high levels of 
analysis and control. B &R (1985)，while discussing about the role of 
the two cognitive components in the domain of literacy, assert that 
analyzed linguistic knowledge and cognitive control are the specific 
cognitive barriers to the acquisition of literacy skills like reading. 
Similar statements were made elsewhere by other researchers such as 
Cadzen (1974)， Mattingly (1972) and Vygotsky (1934/1962). But why? 
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Bialystok (1991， a) says that reading is a decontextualized use 
of language, that is the language is presented outside of the empirical 
context to which it refers. The intended meaning of the text, 
therefore, can be obtained only dhrough correct interpretation of 
linguistic forms, thereby increasing the need to understand the 
structure of these forms. No contextual cue will lessen the burden for 
accurate and precise interpretation as examination of the language is 
the only route to constructing the meanings. With its dependence on 
nstructural analysis, the reading process draws on analyzed knowledge of 
many features of language, including orthographic information, phonics, 
lexical access, word order conventions and typical text genre 
structures (Liberman, Shankweiler, Liberman, Fowler, &Fischer, 1977). 
Reading also demands more sophisticated control over attention 
than is productive speech. This is because, information from the 
graghemic forms must be carefully sampled and integrated with 
information about meanings. Conversation, by contrast, may proceed 
adequately on the basis of chunks of meaning that depends less 
critically on each word or constituent. Reading requires shifting away 
some of the attention that naturally falls to meaning in conversational 
uses of language and redirecting it to more careful examination of the 
% 
forras. 
The two cognitive dimensions also show their importance in the 
whole process in which a learner becomes a reader. There are three 





1) realizing that reading conveys meaning in rauch the sarae way as 
speech (analyzed linguistic knowledge involved)； 
2) attending to printed features and relating these to linguistic 
features arxi interpretuig them (both analyzed linguistic .:(”� 
knowledge and cognitive control involved)； 
• 
3) incorporating the attention to forms with the goal of 
extracting meaning (an achievement of cognitive control). 
To become an L2 reader, what the reader has to do is to apply the 
sarae process to a new language, and the application, according to B & 
R (1985)， presents no serious challenge--reading in an L2 requires only 
尤 
that the reader establishes adequate analysis of the new language. In 
other words, increased demand for analysis of linguistic knowledge is 
the prime characteristic of reading in an L2, as Bialystok emphasizes 
(1991, a). Reading itself is so dependent upon the reader's knowledge 
of langimge structure, the reader must have analyzed concept ions of an 
L2 that are highly organized. Becoming literate in a second language, 
therefore forces the learner to examine the structure of the L2 through 
the process of analysis so that the language is presented in a formal 
system. 
2.3 Working Memory and Reading Comprehension 
In this sect ion, theories about working memory and its 
relationship with reading comprehension will be briefly outlined. 
A great deal of the evidence on human memory is compatible with 
the view that human memory comprises two major components: a short-term 
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store of limited capacity, which relies on phonemic coding and a long-
term store of enormously greater capacity, which depends most heavily 
on semantic coding. The short-term storage is assumed to function as 
a workingvMB!nory, placing a central role in reading comprehension of 
language, and long-terra learning (Baddeley, 1976). 
Like most other complex information-processing tasks, reading 
seems to depend for its skilful execution on the temporary storage of 
information while new information is being processed. To calculate the 
solution to 542 + 398 一 15, the mathematics problem-solver must have �; 
access to the results of consecutive stages of processing. The 
^ 
unskilled problem, solver may rely on external storage aids such as 
fingers or pen and paper. The adept problem-solver will keep track of 
intermediate results. The unskilled spacial problem solver may have to 
lug the baggage in and out as he/she tries out various geometric 
configurations. The adept problem-solver can place and rotate each 
piece mentally, keeping track of the results of each manipulation in 
memory. To solve the problem of what successively encountered words, 
phrases, and sentences in a text mean, readers too must have access to 
the results of earlier processes. If recently processed information 
cannot be stored temporarily, the reader would continually backtrack to 
reread parts or even whole sentences and passages. In other words, 
fluent reading, like other forms of problem-solving, involves a complex 
and skilful coordination of processing and temporary storage 
requirements. 
According to current theories， a single central system is 
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responsible for the processing and temporary storage of information in 
the performance of all complex inforraation-processing tasks (Baddeley, 
1981, 1983 & 1986). To emphasize both its processing and storage 
niemcapacities, this system has been called working memory. The system is ‘ 
assuraed to have a limited capacity that must be shared between the work 
and memory; between the processing and the storage demands of the task 
to which the working memory is being applied (Case, Kurland, & 
Goldberg, 1982). Moreover, individuals differ in their ability to 
. coordinate theiprocessing and storage functions. In particular, those 
^ individuals with inefficient processing ability, have a functionally 
smalle: temporary storage capacity because they mustTaUocate more of 
the pooled resources to the processes themselves (Daneman & Carpenter, 
1980; Perfetti & Lesgold, 1977). A functionally smaller temporary 
storage capacity will lead to deficits in reading comprehension, 
particularly in the processes that integrate successively encountered 
words, phrases, and sentences into a coherent representation (Daneman, 
Carpenter, &Just, 1982;Daneman&Carpenter, 1980， 1983). 
The results of empirical studies have been consistent with the 
theories emphasizing the role of working raeraory in ski 1 led reading. 
Whitney, Ritehie &Clark (1991) study the relationship between working 
memory capacity and the use of elaborative inferences in text 
comprehension; Miyake, Just & Carpenter (1994) examine how readers 
with different working memory capacity deal with multiple 
interpretations of lexical ambiguity in various situations that differ 




Nimmo-Smith, & Brereton, 1985). These studies have shown that 
individuals with smaller reading spans perform more poorly on general 
tests of reading comprehension. 
2.3.1 Working Memory and Reading in L2 
It is reasonable to assume that a task such as reading in a 
« 
second language is cognitively demanding and involves relatively slower 
processing than do automatized linguistic tasks such as reading in a 
first language (Bialystok & Ryan， 1985; Bialystok, 1986; Segalowitz, 
1986). One may expect, therefore, that individual differences in 
short-term memory will affect underlying conceptua1-1ingu i s t i c 
4 « 
processes, such as reading in L2. 
Why does reading in L2 involve slower processing than does 
reading in L1? Harriton and Sawyer (1992) offer an explanation. 
Skilled reading is subserved by a number of cognitive processes. These 
range frora the identification of individual letters and words to the 
higher order processes of inference and interpretation of text meaning. 
• 二 • 
The processes are often described in information-processing terms of 
. . • --
text meaning as being bottom-up,^ ;^ ^^ top-down according to their position 
in the flow of information. Bottom-up processes include perception oi；^，. 
words and letters, activation of semantic representation, the encoding 
•’. ;a:. • 
of these representations into the contextually appropriate meaning, and 
the encoding of basic sentence level propositions. Top-down processes 
involve higher order knowledge structures (schemata) and metacognitive 
abilities. There is agreed consensus among researchers working in what 
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is generally known as the schematic-theoretic approach to reading that 
these processes occur simultaneously and interact at multiple levels of 
analysis (Adam&Collins, 1985; Carrell, Devine, &Eskey， 1988). 
d Reading in L2 by"_skilled L2 readers iri particular, involves osad, 
slower processing than reading in Ll, due to the difference in 
processing. Reading in Ll which is a more automatized linguistic task 
involves raore top-down process, whereas unskilled reading in L2 will 
tend to focus on the bottom-up process, on graphic cues in reading at 
theoexpanse of higher level semantic or inferential processes {Cziko, 
1980; McLeod &Mclamghlin, 1986). Even skilled bilinguals will tend td 
^ activate word meanings more slowly and at a shallower level in reading 
in their L2 than Ll (Favreau & Segalwitz, 1983; Magiste, 1986; 
Segalowitz, 1986). Thus they will have less working memory capacity to 
be devoted to the storage of partial products of the reading tasks. 
Favreau and Segalowitz (1983) found that reduced antomaticity in 
L2 word recognization was associated with slower reading in L2. 
Segalowitz and Hebert (cited in Segalowitz, 1986) found evidence that 
slower reading in fluent bilinguals was associated with deficient use 
of phonological ly coded information in memory. Therefore it is 
reasonable to assurae that proficient reading in Ll and L2 should 
correlate positively with working memory span in Ll and L2. The 
present study proposes to examine the extent to which working memory as 
measured in Ll (Chinese) and L2 (English) and the extent to which 
working memory measured in Ll (Chinese) is related to working memory 
measured in L2 (English). On the basis of the findings outlined above, 
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we would like to find out, on the basis of the above findings, if 
working memory is involved in the common underlying proficiency (CUP). 
2.4 Intelligence and Reading Conroehension 
2.4.1 The Concept of Intelligence 
One of the purposes of the present study is to reveal the role 
that intelligence plays in reading comprehension in Ll (Chinese) and L2 
(English). 
L Giving a definition to ‘intelligence' is difficult, because 
according to Sternberg (1990)， there may be as many different 
definitions of intelligence as there are people who are asked to define 
it, and in the study of human intelligence, perhaps no response is raore 
apt. 
The concept of intelligence goes back to the ancient Greeks. 
Plato, for example, thought that one aspect of intelligence is the 
ability to learn. Aristotle, another giant of Greek philosophy, 
conceived of intelligence in terms of quick wit. 
Current intelligence specialists' views have been more varied 
than unified. Sternberg {1990) summarizes eight metaphors underlying 
different theories and research on intelligence. Table 2.6 lists the 
various metaphors that have underlain intelligence research and some 
theories guided by these metaphors, as well as the principal question 
about human intelligence that each of the theories has addressed. For 
the purposes of our study, the most useful raetaphor is perhaps the 
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geographic metaphor that is based on the notion that intelligence 
should provide a map of the mind, with the different geographical areas 
representing the latent sources of individual differences. Another � ’ 
useful attempt to describe intelligence is made by Snow (1986). In his 
description, intelligence consists of six aspects: 
» 
Knowledge-based thinking 一一 the incorporation of concisely 
organized prior knowledge into purposive thinking. 
Apprehension 一一 Spearman‘s (1923, 1927) principle that persons, 
( including psychologists, not only feel, strive, and know, but als6 know 
that they feel, strive, and know, and can anticipate further feeling, 
striving, and knowing; they monitor and reflect upon their own 
experience, knowledge, and mental functioning in past, present, and 
future tenses. 
Adaptive purposegul striving 一一 adaptive cognitive functioning 
or, more specifically, adaptation to changing circumstances in the 
service of perseverance toward an accepted goal. This aspect includes 
the notion that one can adopt or shift strategies in performance to Use 
what strengths one has in order to compensate for one's weakness. 
Fluid-analytic reasoning -- agile, analytic reasoning of the 
sort that enables significant features and dimensions of problems, 
circumstances, and goals to be decontextualized, abstracted and 
interrelated rationally. 
Mental playfullness - 一 ability to find or create interesting 
problems to solve and interesting goals toward which to strive. 




Table i.l. Synopsis of rriajor alternative metaphors of intelligence _ _ = = = 
“ “ ‘ ~~ ~ . 「 Typical 
Major motivating 。ap r motivaUng ‘ Theonsts 
Metaphor (presupposed) question (denvative) question iypical meones 
^eooraphic What is the relation of intelli- . What form does a map of the mind Two-factor = : : 
。 P gence to the mtemal world take? Pnmary mental abihties J^urstone 
% ,^ . ,. . , , p Structure-of-intellect Guilford 
ot the indwidual? • H i ^ c h i c a l Cattell-Vemon 
Computational What is the relation of intelli- What are the information-processing Verbal efficiency " ^ ^ ' , 
gence to、the internal world routines (programs) underlying intel- Componential MemDerg 
of the individual? ligent thought? 
Bioloeical What is the relation of intelli- How do the anatomy and physiology of Hemispheric localization f v y 
i aence to the intemal world the brain and the central nervous Speed of neural transmission Jensen 
of the individual? system account for intelligent Accuracy of neural transmission Eysenck 
thought? 
Epistemological What is the relation of intelli- What are the structures of the mind Genetic epistemological Piaget 
。 gence to the intemal world through which knowledge and men-
of the individual? tal processes are organized? 
Anthropological What is the relation of intelli- What forms does intelligence take as a Radical cultural relativism ， ^ 
gence to the external world cultural invention? Conditional comparativism ^o le �. 
o f the mdividual? 、Ethological Chadesworth 
Sociolooical What is the relation of intelli- ’ How are social processes in develop- Zone of proximal development Vygotsky 
“ gence to the external w o r l d 、 ’ ment internalized? Mediated leaming expenence Feuerstem 
of the individual? • 
Sys^ms What is the relation of intelli- How can we understand the mind as a Multiple intelligences Gardner 
gence to the intemal and system in a way that crosscuts Triarchic Sternberg 
external worlds of the indi- metaphors? 
vidual? _ — 
_ . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — ^ ^ ^ ^ — 
of novelty. 
Idiosycratic learning -- abilities of adaptive learning, 
reassembly, and strategy shifting. This metaphor would cover people 
with aghigh level of numeracy ability even if lacki^tin verbal 
ability. 
參 
2,4,2 Relationship between Intelligence and Reading Comprehension 
There is no doubt that sorae people reliably perform at a high 
level on IQ tests and that performance on these tests correlates with � 
or I predicts performance on other tasks. In the simplest case, IQ 
predicts ability in reading comprehension or language proficiency. 
4 « 
Carroll (1983) found a very close relationship between intelligence and 
language proficiency, including centrally reading comprehension. 
According to Olson (1986)， there are two views with reference to 
the relationship between intelligence and reading comprehension. The 
first view holds that an intelligence test measures a basic quality of 
the mind that makes learning to read easy; the second view holds that 
the test measures a sample of a specialized use of language common to 
both tests on intelligence and tests of reading. 
In the first view, the IQ test is understood as having an 
explanatory power, explaining good or poor reading comprehension; in 
the second view, the IQ test is understood as having a descriptive 
power, serving as a sample of the good or poor reading comprehension. 
Jensen {1984) is considered by Olson to be one of the proponents 
of such a view. He holds that people with more rapid neural 
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oscillations, which are a purely biochemical property of the nervous 
system, appear to be more intelligent, and therefore more capable in 
fulfilling reading comprehension tasks that require capabilities like 
c speed of elemental information processing. i ^, ^ 
Olson, showing preference for the second view, seems to be closer .“ 
to Piaget (1950) in arguing that intelligence tests are not reflections 
of a quality of the mind that lies behind skill performance. 
Why is there a close relationship between intelligence and 
reading comprehension? Based on Piaget and Olson's viev^ . of 
’ intelligence, our tentative explanation is that reading comprehension 
involves components like cognitive structures, assimilation snd 
automation procedures which are considered by Piaget as essential 
indications of intelligence and which are sampled, according to Olson, 
by intelligence tests. 
2,5 Geva & Rvan，s Studv (1993) and the Hypotheses of the Present Study 
Recent ly Esther Geva and El len B. Ryan carr ied out a study (1993)， 
which, as they put it, 'was designed to shed light on the relationship 
between cognitive correlates and linguistic skills in first (L1) and 
second (L2) language, and the extent to which performance on academic 
tasks in L2 can be predicted by these factors.‘ 
2.5.1 Theoretical Constructs Employed in G & R，s Study, 
The major theories that Geva and Ryan relied on in their research 
was Cummins' * interdependence hypothesis' (1981 a, 1983, 1984) and the 
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Bialystok-Ryan metacognitive model. (See sections 2A and 2.2) 
Cummins' interdependence principle is powerful in that it can 
explain the relationship between cognitive correlates and linguistic 
skirifehin Ll and L2. Nevertheless, Geva and Ryan found that the model 
left room for improvement, claiming that the Cummins' model needs 
elaboration on t^he tiature of the underlying mechanisms that may 
facilitate the interdependence and transfer of linguistic skills'. 
Obviously, Geva and Ryan based their research on the Cummins' model and 
made a step further to refine this model--they set out to verify the i 
cognitive and linguistic skills that 'underlie the observed 
relationships between linguistic performance in Ll and L2.^ 
To address the nature of the specific cognitive mechanisms and 
processes that may facilitate transfer of linguistic skills from Ll to 
L2, they resorted to the Bialystok and Ryan (B & R，1985) model and 
working memory models which, they believed, ^provide increasing levels 
of spcificity for studying the relationships between performance ,in Ll 
and L2‘. 
•. . 
G & R assumed that the two dimensions, differentiated in B & R 
(1985) mode 1, made up part of the cognitive mechanisms that function to 
facilitate the transfer of linguistic skills from Ll to L2. 
The G & R model also includes the working memory component, which 
is believe to be closely related to the cognitive dimension and which 
may help to explicate Cummins' model in more specific terms. 
Finally, the effects of intelligence on the relationships between 
linguistic skills in Ll and L2 were discussed. G & R argued that ‘to 
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unpackvariation in underlying cognitive and linguisticabilities that 
may contribute to the relationships among L1 and L2, one needs to 
consider differences in general mental ability，. 
cix. In sum, G ,& R's study provided specificity for studying the 
relationship between performance in L1 and L2, to elaborate on the 
nature of underlying mechanisms that may facilitate the interdependence 
and transfer of linguistic skills such as reading. Specifically, their 
study examined the potential role of intelligence, aspects of working 
raemory, and various expressions of lingusitic knowledge in 
understanding the relationship between L1, L2 reading and other 
academic skills and in predicting reading skills in L2. 
rtr. 
*m 
2.5.2 G & R，s Studv 
The subjects for G & R，s study were junior-high children 
attending a bilingual English-Hebrew day school in Canada, with English 
as L1. The subjects were given a series of tests in English (L1) and 
Hebrew (L2), to elicit data on intelligence, operational speed, working 
memory, reading comprehehs ion, cognitive control and analyzed 
linguistic knowledge. 
2.5.3 Areas Examined in G & R，s Study 
The following areas were examined in G & R's study. 
1) the correlation between operational speed and working raemory 
span within language (i.e., L1 & L2); 
2) the usefulness of working memory span and traditional static 
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memory as predictors of adiievement in L1 and L2 linguistic 
tasks (e.g., reading)； 
3) the interrelationships among operational speed,traditicnal 
… r^aemo:Ey span, w o ^ n g memoiy span, reading and other 
linguistic-analytic measures within and across L1 and 
L2; 
4) the extent to which nonverbal intelligence, L2oral 
proficiaicy, linguistic-analytic and memoo" conponents 
6 predict performance on the academically deraandir^  task of 
reading in L2. 
Their concentration on the four areas^ ) indicates their interests 
劝 
in the role working memory plays in linguistic ski 11s in L1 and L2. 
The same interests are shown in the way they deal with the data. 
They worked on the data frora three perspectives； 
1) the relationship among memory span, working memory, and 
linguistic tasks; 
2) the relationships between memory and linguistic measures in L1 
and L2; 
3) predicting reading proficiency in L2. 
The raost significant result of the study is that the observed 
relationships between L1 and L2 can be attributed, at least partially, 
to underlying individual differences in cognitive ability such as 
intelligence and working span. 
2,5.4 The Focuses of the Present Study 
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G & R，s study is illuminating and instructive in that it draws 
the attention of the readers, particularly reading researchers, to the 
importance of intelligence and working memory in L1 and L2 reading. It 
is also highly pertinent td^^the present study and encourages the • 
k 
present writer to examine the relationship between reading in Chinese 
‘and English and examine part of L2 reading deficiency on the basis of 
Alderson's hypotheses conderning reading in a foreign language (1984), 
Cummins， Interdependence Hypothesis (1984), Bialystok and Ryan's model 
(3 (1985), and from the perspective of intelligence and working memory. 
Like many other studies, which tend to leave future researchers 
with unsolved problems, G & R，s st^iy poses questions which have givan 
rise to sorae of the fucuses of the present study, 
1) The transfer of reading comprehension abilities from L1 (Chinese) to 
L2 (English). The correlation between reading in L1 (English) and in 
L2 (Hebrew) in G & R，s study is 0.12 (p >0.05). This figure indicates 
an nonsignificant correlation between reading in L1 (English) and 
reading in L2 (Hebrew). However, the writers tried to specify the 
cognitive abilities underlying the weak relationship between reading in 
L1 and L2 without first explaining the unexpected result. The 
unexplained result thus arouses our interests and serves as the 
starting point of the present study: the question of transfer of 
reading skills from L1 (Chinese) to L2 (English). 
2) The relationship between the cognitive abilities in L1 (Chinese) and 
L2 (English). A major objective of the present ,study is to identify 
and establish sorae common cognitive properties underlying reading 
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comprehension abilities in Ll (Chinese) and L2 (English). G & R 
specified Cummins‘ interdependence hypothesis--the relationship between 
linguistic skills (e.g., reading) in Ll and L2 by addressing the nature 
.1 ’ '、s:. 
of specific cognitiveHmSchanisms (intelligence, working memory, ^ni! 
analyzed linguistic knowledge and cognitive control)， which are 
believed to be facilitating the transfer of linguistic skills from Ll 
to L2. This encourages the present writer to probe into the question 
of transfer of linguistic skills (e.g., reading skills) from a new 
angle. The present study proposes to find out whether cognitive 
abilities like working memory, cognitive control and analyzed 
linguistic knowledge measured in^ oLl are closely related to their 
counterparts in L2. Should it be found to be really the case, we would • 
feel justified to argue that Ll reading skills are transferable to L2 
as a result of the close relationship between the cognitive abilities 
measured in Ll (Chinese) and L2 (English). 
3) The role cognitive control and and analyzed linguistic knowledge 
,play in the relationship between reading in Ll (Chinese) and L2 
(English). G &R，s study incorporated Bialystok and Ryan (1985) model 
and examined the role analyzed linguistic knowledge and cognitive 
control play in the relationship between Ll and L2 reading. But 
unfortunately, for unknown reasons, G & R ignored the test of cognitive 
control in their test battery. Therefore the role of analyzed 
linguistic knowledge and cognitive control are not adequately 
elucidated in accounting for the Ll-L2 reading relationships. 
Therefore clarifying the role of analyzed linguistic knowledge and 
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cognitive control, which are acquired through L1 (Chinese) and L2 
(English), in L1 and L2 reading comprehension has become another task 
of the present study. 
4) The identification of different types of readers. This area, though �ni 
related to G & R，s study, was not touched upon by thera. We would like 
. to see if we are able to identify different types of readers in term of 
the cognitive abilities. We hold that if the results of the three 
research areas mentioned above are found to be confirmative, it would 
be possible to identify different types ofi readers. The rationale is: 
I 
I 
if i) readi^ skills are transferable from L1 to L2; ^ 
ii) the cognitive abilities (working memory, analyzed 
linguistic knowledge, and cognitive control) are found 
to be important components in reading in L1 and L2; 
iii) the cognitive abilities measured in L1 (Chinese) and L2 
(English) are found to be closely related; 
.then, readers， L2 reading behavior will be predicted by their reading 
behavior and their cognitive abilities in L1. Since readers vary in 
their L1 linguistic skills, their L2 reading behavior is bound to be 
different. It would thus be possible to identify diferent types of L2 
readers. 
After reviewing the literature about Cummins， interdependence 
hypothesis (e.g., 1981 a) the Bialystok-Ryan metacognitive model 
(1985)， theories about working memory and intelligence and the Geva-
e Ryan study (1993)，we come up with the following six research questions 
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(See 1.2 Scope of the study, Chapter 1)，repeated here for easy 
reference: 
1) Do the college students transfer their L1 (Chinese) reading 
abilities to their L2 (English) reading? 
2) Is there a close relationship between the college students, reading 
comprehension abilities in Chinese and their 
i) Chinese analyzed linguistic knowledge {CALK)? 
ii)' Chinese cognitive control (CCTRL)? 
iii) Chinese working memory {CMEMO)? 
iv) intelligence (INT)? 
3) Is there a close relationship between the college 
students' reading comprehension abilities in 
English and their 
i) English analyzed linguistic knowledge (EALK)? 
•fr 
ii) English cognitive control (ECTRL)? 
iii) English working memory (EMEMO)? .丨 
‘ iv) intelligence (INT)? 
4) Are cognitive control, analyzed linguistic knowledge and working 
memory the underlying cognitive properties that reading 
.comprehension in L1 (Chinese) and L2 (English) both share? 
5) Among the variables such as CRD, INT, CMEM), EMEMO, CCTRL, ECTRL, 
。4 CALK, EALK, which are the best predictors of ERD? C,『 
6) What are the behavioral characteristics along the nine dimensions of 
both good and poor readers in English among the college 
students? (The nine dimensions are CRD, CALK, EALK, CCTRL, 
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ECTRL, CMEMO, EMEMO, INT and EPROF^)？ 
2,5.5 The Hypotheses 
ies Based on 'the first four research qufestions, we formulate four 
hypotheses to be tested in the present study: 
1) Chinese reading comprehension abilities are transferable to reading 
in English. 
2) Chinese reading comprehension abilities are closely related to 
‘ i) Chinese analyzed linguistic knowledge (CALK)； 
ii) Chinese cognitive control (OSTRL); 
^ iii) Chinese working memory (CMEMO)； 
鴻 
iv) intelligence (INT). 
3) English reading comprehension abilities are closely related to 
i) English analyzed linguistic knowledge (EALK)； 
ii) English cognitive control (ECTRL); 
iii) English working memory (EMEM)); 
iv) intelligence (INT). 
4) Cognitive control, analyzed linguistic knowledge and working memory 
are the underlying cognitive properties that the college 
students' reading comprehension abilities inLl (Chinese) 
and L2 (English) both share. 
The recognized significance level in the present study is p=0.05. 
^ EPROF--abbreviation of English Proficiency. 
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Chapter 3 DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
3.1 Design Characteristics 
It is the intention of the present writer to investigate and 
• verify the role L1 reading comprehension abilities play in L2 reading 
comprehension. She aims, specifically to investigate the possibility 
of transfer of reading comprehension abilities from L1 (Chinese) to L2 
(English), the relationship between the cognitive abilities in Chinese 
(L1) and those in English (L2). 
As mentioned earlier, the present study is modelled on a s^udy by 
Geva and Ryan (1993)， i.e. adopting similar theoretical constructs as 
the previous one. However the present study also differs from their 
study in a number of ways. 
First, the languages involved. In Geva & Ryan's (G & R) study, 
the subjects， first language is English, and the second language was 
Hebrew. In the present study, the first language is Chinese and the 
second language is English. So far very few studies have been 
conducted to shed light on the relationship between the Chinese 
readers‘ reading abilities in L1 and their reading abilities in other 
languages (L2). 
Second, the subjects recruited. Subjects for G &R,s study were 
junior-high children (mean age: 10 to 12 years respectively), and had 
been exposed to 5 to 7 years of Hebrew instruction respectively. In 
the present study, the subjects were all col lege students who had been 
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exposed to English instruction for 9 to 11 years, 
Third, test instruments used. In G & R，s (1993) study, the test 
battery included: 
;t^ 1) Intelligence test (Otis-Lennon T e s t o f Mental Ability). 
2) Operational speed (English). 
3) Analyzed linguistic 'knowledge—Ll (Clause completion test). 
4) Reading and vocabulary--Ll (English). 
5) Working memory span (English working memory opposites). 
6)"Working memory span (Hebrew working meraory opposites). 
7) Operational speed (Hebrew). 
8) Analyzed linguistic knowledge--L2 (Oral proficiency). 
9) Hebrew reading. 
In the present study, tests of *operational speed， were omitted 
for fear that the validity of such tests would not be maintained. 
The operational speed test in G &R，s study was conducted in the 
following manner. The subjects were given nine index cards with one 
word typed on each. They were then asked to say the opposites of all 
nine words as fast as they could, and their performance was timed. The 
number of seconds required by a subject to say the opposites of all 
nine words served as the English speed measure. The operational speed 
test in the second language (Hebrew) was conducted in the same way. 
The omittion of the speed test from the present study was due to 
the consideration that the speed test in a second language (English) 
would become a test of vocabulary rather than a test of speed for many 
of the subjects recruited. The test would require the subjects to 
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produce the opposites of nine words as quickly as they could. If the 
subjects knew the nine opposites, the test would be one that tapped the 
subjects， speed in searching for the the items in his/her existing 
cesyocabulary, so that it.:would be a valid speed t^st. But English was aiD^  
the seccnd language. The subjects might not have reached the 
autoraaticity level in its use, and they might not have learnt, the 
required vocabulary. It might very well happen that some subjects 
failed or were slow to produce an opposite. There might be two 
explanations for this: 1) they were indeed slow in producing the 
i opposites; 2) they had not learned the opposites at all. 
The analyzed linguistic knowledge test in Hebrew and in English 
鴻 
in G & R，s study was conducted in different ways. The test in Hebrew 
was an oral proficiency test. And the test in English was the Clause • 
Completion Test. It was a task focusing on knowledge of conjunctions, 
and tapping comprehension of logical relationships. In the test, there 
were 30 sentences. In each sentence, the clause following a 
conjunction had been omitted. The subjects' task was to read the 
incomplete sentences and select the clause that best completes the 
sentence. Each set of alternatives consisted of one that is 
grammatically inappropriate, one that was semantically inappropriate, 
one that did not logically follow given conjunction and one that is 
correct. 
In the present study, we used the Sentence Correction test as a 
substitute in both the Chinese and the English test. Bialystok 
(1991 a) says 'tasks that are viewed as placing great demands on this 
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component (analyzed linguistic knowledge) include those in which 
subjects are asked to detect errors in ungrammatical sentences, correct 
ungrammatical sentences, and explain detected errors'. Therefore the 
丄1 -.o,. 1 . . 
.t o. Sentence Correction test should be a valid test of analyzed linguistic 
knowledge. 
We did not choose oral proficiency test as the analyzed 
linguistic knowledge test in L2, as G & R did in their study, because ； 
I ！ 
an oral proficiency test is time-consuming, and would add to the 
I 
i 
difficulty of the administration of the tests in the present study (See : 
• “ j 
. - t 
Table 3.2 for the time allowed for each test.). 丨 
i 
The tests of 'cognitive control' and 'English proficiency' were ， 
鴻 
added to the present test battery. The cognitive control test in both 
English and Chinese were added so that the complete picture of the • 
effects of Bialystok & Ryan's (1985) two dimensions on reading ‘ 
comprehension could be revealed. The subjects' English proficiency was 
tested, so that the effect of threshold level on the transfer of 
reading comprehension abilities could be seen. 
The present test battery included: 
1) Intelligence test (Otis-Lennon School Ability Test advanced 
form R 1979. See section 3.4.3). 
2) Chinese reading comprehension test (designed by Research Team 
in the Faculty Education of the Chinese University of HDngKong). 
3) English reading comprehension test (short essays chosen and 
adapted by the English Department, Beijing Foreign Studies 
University). 
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4) Chinese anaiyzed linguistic knowledge test{Sentence 
correction, designed by the present writer). 
5) English analyzed linguistic knowledge test (Section two, TOEFL -o 
1992.8). 
6) Chinese cognitive control test (rearranging jumbled sentences 





7) English cognitive control test (jumbled sentences, designed by 
the present study). i 
I 
8) Chinese working memory test (modelled on Daneman & Carpenter，s i 
^ . ！ 
1980 ^reading span test，）. 
9) English working memory test (modelled on Daneman & Carpenter,s 
1980 ^reading span test，）. ， 
10) English proficiency test (TOEFL 1992. 8) 
Owing to some test battery differences from Geva &Ryan，s study, 
different results might be expected. It is hoped that these results 
could throw more light on the relationship between reading in Chinese 
{L1) and in English (L2). 
、•，‘ The Pilot Study 
In view of the exploratory nature of the present research, a 
pilot study of the non-standardized test iteras used in the present 
study was deemed necessary (i) to estimate the time allowed for the 
completion of the tests, {ii) to improve and refine items of the tests, 
especially items in the two working memory tests, the Chinese analyzed 
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linguistir. knowledge tests, and test on English cognitive control, and 
(iii) to make sure the choice of the level of the Chinese reading test 
was correct. 
Tests that were not included in theipilot study were all standard 
ones: 
1) English proficiency test (TOEFL, 1992.8 version) 1 
2) English reading comprehension test J 
J 
3) English analyzed linguistic knowledge test 
4) Chinese cognitive control test. 、 
• ,1 
The English reading comprehension test consisted of 12 passages ] 
which had been repeatedly used by teachers of reading in the EngliSh ‘ 
Department of Beijing Foreign Studies University for testing Year-3 
students' English reading comprehension. It is similar in form with 
J 
the Chinese reading comprehension test in the study. The time limit 丨 
1 
t 
for the test was usually 60 minutes. 
The 'English analyzed linguistic knowledge test，was already part “ 
of the TOEFL test (Section 2, items 16 to 40)，which tapped the 
subjects' ability to detect errors in ungraramatical sentences. (This 
ability is actually what Bialystok and Ryan [1985] term analyzed 
linguistic knowledge. See Lina A. Ricciardelli [1993]). 
The Chinese reading comprehension test was designed by Research 
Team in the Faculty Education of the Chinese University of Hong Kong. 
It was originally named *Educational and Social Determinants of 
Language Policy Reading Test (Chinese)‘ and has been used in various 
studies as a standard Chinese reading comprehension test. 
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The *Chinese cognitive control test， was part of the Chinese 
comprehension test, lt was intended to test subjects' ability to direct 
attention to the selection and integration of information (Bialystok, 
1991 a; Bialy_igi& Ryan，1985 a). Items 36，37, 38 in the r e ^ i n g 
comprehension test tapped the subjects' ability to rearrange jumbled 
sentences; items 39, 41, 42, 49, 51, 57, 59, 60, 62, 63, 64, 66, 72, . ) 
74, 75, 76， 77 tapped the subjects' ability to find the main idea of a 
passage. These tasks are believed to draw heavily on the subjects' 
ability to manipulate linguistic knowledge and to deal with competing 
• 1 
1 
information;. This ability is what Bialystok and Ryan (1985) term i 
'cognitive control' ability, ^ ‘ 
4« 
. I 
3.2.1 The Pilot Subiects and Tests | 
The pilot study was conducted at the Chinese University of Hong 
Kong. The subjects had to be undergraduates, native Chinese and 
learners of English as a second language. At the time when the pilot 
study was to be conducted, it was difficult to find subjects who were 
close in every respect to the intended subjects of the main study. The 
best subjects that could be found for the pilot study were some 
postgraduate students frora Mainland China (PRC). Though it was clearly 
not ideal to have these students, for the purposes of the pilot study, 
it was considered better to have Mainland Chinese subjects (whose 
proficiency level could perhaps be too high), rather than Hong Kong 
Chinese subjects (whose proficiency level might be closer to the 
eventual subjects of the main study). 
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A total of 20 PRC postgraduate students from various departments 
in the Chinese University of Hong Kong were recruited. Each of them 
was given 6 tests: 
1) the Otis-Lennon School^ility test (intelligence test) 
2) Chinese reading comprehension test 
• 3) Chinese analyzed linguistic test | 
I ： 
；! 
4) English cognitive control test ' 
5) Chinese working memory test 
• 6) English working memory test 
The intelligence test was given to estimate the time allowed for ] 
i ！ 
its completion and to find out whether there was shy language problem ^ '| 
in answering it. Exactly what is being tested is of course very ‘ 
difficult to specify in an intelligence test. It has to be stressed, 
,1 I 
at this point, that the broad approach taken in this study made the ;| 
refinement of test instruments difficult. The constructs being tested 
were not simple constructs such as intelligence, analyzed knowledge, ” 
and cQgnitive control. The test of intelligence more than any other 
presented problems of interference from vocabulary knowledge. 
Eventually 15 verbal items which were found to be ^too difficult in 
language' were removed fromthe total set of 80 items. Therefore the 
test became more numerica1~oriented than verbal-oriented. It could 
well be argued that the approach to the construct of intelligence taken 
in the (modified) Otis-Lennon test was too narrow. Intelligence, after 
al 1, consists in much more than the facets measured in the modified 
Otis-Lennon. But, again, it is stressed that no more than prelimi lary 
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and tentative results were expected from the study. Some inclusion of 
the intelligence factor, however inadequately tested, seemed preferable 
to an exclusion of the intelligence factor because of the complexity of 
:r the construct, and therefore the difficultgnof testing it validly an'd 
reliably. 
There was a spread in the scores of the Chinese reading test 、 
(form 5), except that four items (6，8，42 and 67) were not found to be 
suitable, and were therefore removed from the final version. 
. . The *Chinese analyzed linguistic knowledge test， consisted of 16 
ungrammatical Chinese sentences, chosen from various Chinese grammar :| 
i 
books. Subjects had to correct the errors^in the sentences. Based on j 
the test result and the subjects， comments on the test, 4 items were 
deleted. 
,1 
The English cognitive control test consisted of 12 short passages 丨: 
. . ‘！ 
in simple English, with 5 to 10 sentences in each. The order of the 丨 
sentences had been jumbled. Subjects had to rearrange the order so • 
that the passages could become coherent. The test was found to 
discriminate successfully between candidates. 
The working raemory tests in L1 and L2 in Geva and Ryan's (1993) 
study were conducted as follows: The task consisted of sets of 
frequently used and short adjectives and verbs (e.g. hot, love) 
comprising five levels with five sets in each level. Subjects listen 
to each set and have to provide the opposites to all the words in the 
list. This could be a good test of working meraory in L1* But it was 
afraid that the test would become a test of vocabulary rather than a 
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1 j • 
‘ ‘ • • ； 
test of memory if tested in L2. In the present study, Daneraan fc 
Carpenter's reading span test (1980) was adopted (See Appendix B). 
In the reading span test, a technical problem concerning the 
scoring of the fSiding span test arose during the pilot study: Should 
there be any restriction on the order of words recalled? Whether the 
subjects should recall the last word of the sentences in any order as ) 
they liked or should they recall the word according to the order of the 
sentences? In the end of the working memory test, few subjects could 
follow the original order of the sentences in recalling the last word. 
• - " i 
Therefore it was decided that in the main study, as long as the ': 
i 
subjects could recall all the Jast' words in a certain level, they would j 
“ ！ 
• . ；| be given a credit. 
‘ . I : 
Again, the possible inadequacy of such a test to measure the 
construct reading span memory is readily admitted. Subjects who were 
more test-wise than others could adopt strategies which could 
compensate for span memory weakness, especially since they knew, in 
advance of reading the sentence, that the important word to remember 
was only the last one. However, a certain degree of concentration was 
demanded in the reading of the sentence and if the test task was 
approached, without compensatory strategies, by the subjects, the test 
could be hoped to achieve its purpose. 
3.3 The Main Study 
After a revision of the testing instruments, the main study was 
conducted with the co-operation and assistance of the heads and 
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teachers of tb^、English Department and the Second English Department of 
Beijing Foreign Studies University^ 
,—:,:.". D j e r 
3.3.1 the Subjects 
Table 3.1 Sex Distribution of the Subjects 
• '• ••丨 一 •丨• • 
I I j I � 
Yr-1 Yr-3 Total 
Male 8 1_5 23 
Female 14 2^ ^ 
N=62 」丨 i 
• •> 丨丨 
A total of 62 English majors were recruited in the main study, 
T30 I 
4« 
among whom, 22 were Year-1 students (low proficiency group) from the ! 
Second English Department with a mean age of 19 and 40 Year-3 students • ‘ 
(high proficiency group) from English Department with a mean age of 21. '' 
There were 8 male students from Year-1 and 15 from Year-3 (See table | 
3.1 above). Academically, students from English Department were 
superior to those in Second English Department. 
3.3.2 The Procedure 
As shown in Table 3.2 below, the length of time of the 10 tests 
^The English Department and the Second English Department are 
different in two main ways: 
a. The English Department offers regular English major programs, 
covering the English language and literature, whereas the second 
English Department offers 2-year teacher training courses， 
concentrating on the English language. 
b. Students of the English Department were high school graduates 
from big ,cities in the Chinese mainland, whereas students in the Second 
English Department are in-service middle school teachers from remote 
areas. 
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put together was 5 hours and 50 minutes. Taking fatigue effect into 
consideration, we divided the series of tests into two sessions. As 
can be readily seen, the time and effort involved in the test battery 
for both sufejects and tester were v^ry considerable. In the. first 
testing session, the subjects were given the test of Chinese reading 
comprehension test {1 hr.), Intelligence test (1 hr,) and English ) 
7 • 
reading comprehension test (1 hr.) . '| 
‘ !i 
I ： 
In the second testing session (which took place on another school 丨 
- . ‘： 
day), the subjects were given the TOEFL Test including English analyzed 
linguistic knowledge test (EALK) and English cognitive control test ；： 
‘ I 
(ECTRL). : I 
The working memory test took place while the subjects were taking ； 
the tests in the first session. Four testers were in charge of the , | 
I I I 
meraory tests (all of whom had been trained beforehand.). 
7 The tests are all written, it may seem possible that these 
measures are tapping the subjects， reading ability rather than the 
hypothesized constructs. But the tests except the two reading tests, 
have all been chosen or desinged in such a way that they are simple 
in sentence structure and in lexicon that the subjects so not have 
employ high level reading techniques in working our the meaning of 
each passage or sentence. 
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TABLE 3.2 
A Summary Table of the Test Instruments & the Time 
Alloted for Each Test 
r: Test Number of Items 。rTime allowed 
English Reading 50 60 mins 
Comprehension Test 
English Working 7.5 mins ； 
Memory (Reading Span) 丨 
Test ' 
English Cognitive 8 10 mins 
Control Test 
_ _ ^ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ « _ _ ^ « ^ _ _ _ _ _ — 
- . i 




Chinese Reading 60 “ 45 mins 
Comprehension Test 
Chinese Working 7.5 mins 
Memory (Reading Span) ； 
Test 
Chinese Cognitive 21 15 mins | 
Control Test 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^mummmrn^^^^mimm^^^^^^^mm^^^^^^ . ^ — « ^ * i ^ ^ — ^ — " i » ^ — « » i — i — ' — » — ^ ^ ^ ^ — " " ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " " - " " " ~ " * • • • • * • ^ • " ^ • * • " • • • • ^ ^ ^ • ^ ^ ^ • ^ ^ ^ " • ^ " ^ • • ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " * * • “ * 
Chinese Analyzed 12 10 mins ‘ 
Linguistic Knowledge 
Test ‘ 
Intelligence Test 65 60 min^ 
TOEFL 1992. 8 ^_ 120 mins 
, • --., . ... .' . . /. 
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3.3.3 Data Analysis 
SPSS/PC+V 4.0 was used for the analysis of the data. 
1. Correlational indices were used to determine the 
relationship between variables in each^of the following: 
i) Chinese (L1) Reading Comprehension and English (L2) 
Reading Comprehension. ) 
ii) Chinese Reading Comprehension and Chinese Analyzed 
Linguistic Knowledge 
； iii) Chinese Reading Comprehension• and Chinese Cognitive ; 
. ‘ I 
Control 
^ iv) Chinese Reading Coraprshension and Chinese Working Memory ‘ 
v) Chinese Reading and Intelligence 
vi) English Reading Comprehension and English Analyzed 
Linguistic Knowledge 
1 
vii) English Reading Comprehension and English Cognitive 
Control 
viii) English Reading Comprehension and English Working Memory 
ix) English Reading Comprehension and Intelligence 
X) Chinese Analyzed Linguistic Knowledge and English 
Analyzed Linguistic Knowledge 
xi) Chinese Cognitive Control and English Cognitive Control 
xii) Chinese Working Memory and English Working Memory 
2. A multiple regression analysis using stepdown was used to 
find out the best predictors of English reading ability. 
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3. Mann-Whitney U-Wilcoxon Rank Sum W Tests were used to test 






The present study is subject to the following limitations. 
1. The number of subjects recruited. 
i) The present study addressedtthe possibility of transfer 
of reading abilities from Chinese (L1) to English (L2). We found 
subjects of only two proficiency levels were recruitec to find out 
about the role of proficiency in the process of transfer. It would 
'have been even better if we had been able to have subjects from more 
- proficiency levels so that the effect of proficiency levels on 
transfer could be described in a more detailed way. (But at the time 
of the experiment, the students were busy preparing for their final 
examinations so that the 62 students were the only subjects 
available). 
ii) The present study also tried to define four different 
groups of readers. As will be described in Chapter 4 (the results), 
we were only able to identify fewer than 10 subjects in each group. 
If there had been more subjects in each group, the results of the 
study would have been more generalizable. Since this is an 
exploratory study, no dramatic results are expected. It has, 
however, laid foundations for larger future studies. 
2. Sex distribution. 
In the present study, we recruited 62 subjects from three 
classes, with 23 male subjects and 39 female subjects. Since the 
number of subjects from the two sexes were not equally distributed, 
we were not able to use sex as a valid variable in the study. 
6 
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3. In general, since the constructs being considered were 
complex and difficult to delineate, it was not surprising that great 
difficulty was found in applying test instruments which would be 
reasonably valid. Obviously arly deficiency in validity in the test 
instruments would be liable to be compounded when detailed 
correlation procedures were undertaken. But this problem is true of 
any study which includes a variety of tests purporting to measure 
complex constructs. . 







Chapter 4 RESULTS 
4.1 Introduction 
As mentioned in Chapter 3， we administered a total of 10 tests 
for thepresent study, to 62 students in Beijing Foreign Stuidies . 、 
‘ \ 
University from mid June to early July. The test scores were 
analyzed with SPSS/P4^ V 4.0. 
.' The results of the analyses will be presented in this chapter. , 
• • - f 
The presentaion and the discussion will be centered on the six ! 
research questions and the four hypotheses of the present study. , 
For easy reference, the research questions and the related 
hypotheses are recapitulated here: 
Question 1. Do the college students transfer their L1 (Chinese) 
reading comprehension abilities to their L2 (English) reading? 
Hypothesis 1. The college students transfer their L1 (Chinese) , 
reading comprehension abilities to their L2 (English) reading. 
Question 2. Is there a significant relationship between the college 
students' reading comprehension abilities in Chinese and their 
a. Chinese analyzed linguistic knowledge 
b. Chinese cognitive control 
c. Chinese working memory 
d. Intelligence (INT)? 
Hypothesis 2. There is a singificant relationship between the 
college students‘ reading comprehension abilities in Chinese and 
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their 
a. Chinese analyzed linguistic knowledge 
b. Chinese cognitive control 
c. Chinese working memory 
d. Intelligence. 
Question 3. Is there a significant relationship between the college ) 
. || 
students' reading comprehension abilities in English and their 1 
I： 
a. English analyzed linguistic knowledge 
t i 
b. English cognitive.control 丄： 
c. English working memory 丨 
• J 
！ 
d. Intelligence? ^ 力 、 
Hypothesis 3. There is a close relationship between college students' 
j 
reading comprehension abilities in English and their | 
I - I 
a. English analyzed linguistic knowledge 
‘ j 
b. English cognitive control | 
c. English working memory ’ 
V 
d. Intelligence , 
Question 4. Are cognitive control, analyzed linguistic knowledge and 
working memory the underlying properties that reading in L1 
(Chinese) and reading in L2 (English) share? 
Hypothesis 4. Cognitive control, analyzed linguistic knowledge and 
working memory are the underlying properties that reading in L1 
(Chinese) and reading in L2 (English) share. 
Question 5. Among the variables CRD, INT, CMEMO, EMEMO, CCTRL, 
ECTRL, CALK, and EALK, which are the best predictors of 
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ERD^? 
Question 6. What are the behavioral characteristics of the good and 
the poor college-student readers along the nine dimensions CRD, 
CALK, EALK, CCTRL, ECTRU,UGMEMO, EMEM), INT and EPROF.)? 
4.2 Descriptive Data ) 




deviation of all the tests in this study. This group of descriptive | 
'i 
data are listed in Table 4.1. ， ，: 
- • ‘ i 
TABLE 4.1 Mean, S.E. Mean, Std Dev of the Tests 
I 
- I 丨 丨 ” ^^ 
Test Mean 伸 S.E. Mean Std Dev 
MCH 83.75 1.34 8.48 
C R D 33.07 0 . 4 2 2 . 6 8 
ERD 52.83 0.54 3.39 ‘ 
INTRD 82.63 1.34 8.47 | 
_ ^ _ _ _ _ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ ^ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ « _ « « < ^ „ « « « ^ « « « » « i ^ ^ . _ . , . . _ _ ^ . , . _ ^ _ _ ^ _ . . M M ^ » i » ^ ^ » i . . ^ . . _ « M _ M . « M « - » « a . . . . « * * i » i * _ i ^ — _ ^ ^ ^ « « . « _ « . _ i ^ » * ^ — ^ — « ^ ^ M « — * « * — ^ 
INT 23.13 0.77 4.89 
CALK 7.71 0 ^ 2 ^ 
.EALK 23.08 ‘ 0.31 1.94 
CCTRL 14.50 0.30 1.89 
ECTRL 6.06 0.18 1.16 
CMEMO 5.28 0.19 1.20 
EMEMO 5.53 0.25 1.58 
8 Key to the abbreviation of the variables is listed in T^ble 4.4 
of this chapter. 
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TABLE 4.2 Reliability of the Tests^ 
Test Item Reliability 
MCH 100 .85 
j CRD 60 .61 
ERD 50 .75 
INTRD 100 .85 
• . _ _ > _ — • 
INT 65 .64 ) 
M — ~ — ^ — ^ ^ — — — — — — ~ — ~ ^ — ~ — — - ~ ~ ~ - ^ " " " - ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ " — ~ — — — ^ _ « _ _ _ _ « _ _ _ « ~ ^ ^ — ~ — « _ « ~ I 
CALK 12 .50 
_ _ _ _ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ I 
EALK 25 .80 ,| 
CCTRL 22 .60 ;' 
I 
ECTRL 8 .68 
CMEMO 8 力 .50 








4.3 Analysis of Variance 
Analysis of Variance is conducted for all tests, the dependent 
variable being ERD. 
9 The computation of the test reliability of the ten tests is 
based on Paul B. Diederich, Short-cut statistics for teacher-made 
tests, Evaluation and Advisory Service Series, No.5, 2nd ed., 
Princeton, N. J.: Educational Testing Service, 1964， P.31. 
The computation of the test reliability of the ten tests 
included only the 40 Year-3 subjects. 
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TABLE 4.3 Analysis of Variance 
I Test df SS MS F Sig. f 1 
MCH 10 173.552 17.355 1,835 0.098 
INTRD 9 173.448 9 19.272 2.108 ‘ 0 061 | 
EALK 8 173.371 21.671 2.448 0>035 | 
CALK 7 172,582 24.655 2.867 0.019 | 
SEX 6 171.592 28.599 3.417 0.010 1 \ 
OffiM0 5 169.689 33.939 4.149 0.005 | ‘ 
INT 4 167.591 41.898 5.234 0.002 | ,j 
ECTRL 3 166.509 55.503 7.104 0.001 • 
1 ICCTRL 2 162.345 81.177 10.523 0.000 ； 
CRD 1 95.392 9S^392 10.287 0.003 | 
EMEMO 0 0.000 0.000 j 







4,4 Correlation Tables 
To answer the first four research questions and verify the 
hypothese, we need the correlation coefficients of 12 sets of 
variables. They are as follows: 
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For research quest ion 1 and hypothesis 1: 
Chinese reading comprehension - English comprehension 
For research quest ion 2 and hypothesis 2: 
-"•• Chinese reading comprehension - intelligence 
Chinese reading comprhension - Chinese working memory 
Chinese reading comprehension - Chinese analyzed linguistic 
knowlege 
Chinese reading comprehension ~ Chinese cognitive control ^ 
丨 |i 
For research question 3 and hypothesis 3: 
English reading comprehension - intelligence 
English reading comprehension - English working memory 
English reading coraprehensioa. - English analyzed lingusitic .. j 
knowledge 丨 
English reading comprehension - English cognitive control 
For research question 4 and hypothesis 4: , 
Chinese analyzed linguistic knowledge - English analyzed 
linguistic knowledge 
Chinese cognitive control - Engliah cognitive control 
Chinese working memory - English working memory 
The correlation results of the total 62 subjects, the LP group 




, TABLE 4A 
C o r r e l a t i o n s A m o n g C h i n e s e a n d E n g l i s h L i n g u i s t i c a n d C o g n i t i v e M e a s u r e s 
( N = 6 2 ) 
CRD E R D I N T E P R O F CALK EALK CCTRL E C T R L CMEMO 
ERD . 0 4 2 0 
I N T . 3 8 8 8 * * . 1 0 2 3 
E P R O F - . 0 1 0 8 . 9 0 6 4 * * * . 1 0 2 4 
CALK . 2 9 4 0 * . 2 9 7 1 * . 3 1 3 5 * . 3 6 8 6 ^ - * 1 
,! 
！ 
EALK . 0 3 8 6 . 8 2 9 2 * * * . 2 5 4 9 * . 8 0 7 5 大 大 大 . 3 9 1 0 ^ * '| 
. ！ 
C C T R L . 4 8 7 4 � . 0 8 4 9 .4311=^=^* - . 0 3 0 4 . 2 4 4 3 . 0 5 7 0 ‘ ,| 
E C T R L . 2 7 5 6 . 5 9 0 8 嫩 . 3 9 4 8 * * . 6 1 4 5 * * * . 3 1 8 3 . 5 1 9 1 * * * . 3 2 3 7 * * " i 
C M E M O : 5 3 3 5 * * * . m 2 * . 3 4 6 0 = ^ * . 2 5 6 7 = ^ * * . 3 1 4 9 * * . 3 1 8 2 * * . 3 8 3 2 * * . 3 1 8 2 * 
I 
r 
E M E M 0 . 1 7 6 1 . 5 1 4 3 * * * ^ 9 4 3 * . 4 8 9 4 州 . 3 4 9 7 化 4 1 5 5 嫩 . 0 1 9 4 . 3 3 9 1 * = ^ . 4 3 7 3 * * * 
.' • 
( 2 - t a i l e d S i g n i f : * - 0 . 0 5 * * - 0 . 0 1 * * * 0 . 0 0 1 ) 
V a r i a b l e L a b e l s : 
I N T : i n t e l l i g e n c e 一 | 
I 
C R D : C h i n e s e r e a d i n g 
E R D : E n g l i s h r e a d i n g 丨 
I 
CMEMO: C h i n e s e w o r k i n g m e m o r y ' 
EMEMO: E n g l i s h w o r k i n g m e m o r y 
• • -• 
C C T R L : C h i n e s e c o g n i t i v e c o n t r o l 
•ECTRL : E n g l i s h c o g n i t i v e c o n t r o l 
E P R O F : E n g l i s h p r o f i c i e n c y ( T O E F L ) 
C A L K : C h i n e s e a n a l y z e d l i n g u i s t i c k n o w l e d g e 
E A L K : E n g l i s h a n a l y z e d l i n g u i s t i c k n o v l e d g e 
7 7 . • _ 
. ^ 
TABLE 4.5 
Correlations Among Chinese and English Linguistic and Cognitive Measures 
.. (N=22) 
CRD ERD INT EPROF CALK EALK CCTRL ECTRL CMEMO 
i 
ERD .1144 
INT .3179 .0164 
EPROF-.2118 .5388=^^^-.1266 
• • - . 1 
CALK .2447 .1273 .2880 .2329 ； 
- . 'l 
EALK -.0016 .3716 .1308 .2960 .3764 
CCTRL.6220^* .1771 .5064*-".2126 .3171 -.1070 ‘ 
. E C T R L . 3 1 3 1 .4982- .1463 .3196 .1252 .0031 .5206^^ “ i 
, j 
::CMEM0.6642*^^.2304 .2390 -.0761 .4896=^ .1883 .5i98* .2064 ^ 
/ 
EMEM0.0623 .3573 .2026 .2763 .1911 .0957 .0152 -.0225 .4091* 
为 
(2-tailed Signif:*-0.05 **-0.01 ***-0.001) 
TABLE 4.6 I 
. t 




CRD ERD INT EPROF CALK EALK CCTRL ECTRL CMEMO | 
i 
ERD .5148^** 
INT .4542** -.2456 
EPROF.5842^'^ .6418***.3979^ 
CALK .3800=^ .2063 .3190=^ .4582*^ 
EALK .4324*=^ .2283 .7227^*^.5095**^.3721* 
I 
CCTRL.3455* .1058 .4051**-.0007 .2134 .3244 
ECTRL.4036*=^ .2942 .6173***.5393***.2890 .5354***.1610 
CMEM0.4960-- .3659- .3963* .3906- .2199 .3329* .2768 .2650 
/ , 
EM&0.3221* .4616- .3351* .3683* .3033 .2287 .1665 .2616 .3811* 
(2-tailed Signif:*-0.05 **-0.01 ^**-0.001) • 
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The first question addressed in the present study is *Do the 
college students transfer their Chinese (L1) reading comprehension 
abilities to their English (L2)reading?' A strong correlation between 
the subjects' Chinese reading (CRD) and Er^lish reading (ERD) would 
support the affirmative. Of the 62 subjects, 22 were from Year-1 
<called *low proficiency group， or ，LP group，） a n d 4 0 were from Year- ) 
3 (called 'high proficiencygroup， or 'HP group，）. We conducted 丨 
j 
correlational analyses， with all 62 subjects in the first analysis, | 
i 
the 22 4LP group) in the second, and the 40 (HP group in the third. 
•. ) 
I 
The results are shown in Tables 4.4， 4.5, and 4,6. We first computed 
the correlation between the CRD and ERD of all the 62 subjects. The ^ 
correlation coefficient r is 0.0420 (p=0.746), as shown in Table 
4.4., which can hardly suggest that there is correlation between the 
I 
L1 and L2 reading comprehension abilities. When the subjects were 
divided into two groups according to their English proficiency 
levels, interesting results were revealed. Whereas the correlation 
between CRD and ERD of the LP group remains weak (r=0.1144, p=0,612) 
(Table 4.5), the correlation coefficient of the HP group presents a 
different picture (r=0.5148, p=0.001) (Table 4.6). In other words, 
CRD is positively and strongly correlated with ERD among the more 
proficient learners of Engiish. 
The second research question is * Is there a close relationship 
between the subjects' reading comprehension in Chinese (CRD) and (i) 




. ^ V 
• ‘ . 
Chinese analyzed linguisticknowledge (CMJC). and (iv) Chinese 
cognitive control (CCTRL)? 
Table 4.4 shows that the correlation coefficient between the 
paired variables is: 
1) CRD-INT: r=0.3888 P=0.01 
2) eRD-OtEMO: r=0.5335 P=0.001 
3) CRDH3ALK: r=0.2940 P=0.020 、 
4) CRD-CXrrRL: r=0.4874 p=0,001. | 
i 
ln sum, CRD is closely related with IOT, CMEMO，CCTRL. The 
relationship between CRD andCALK is much weaker, compared with the i 
. ‘ • 
relationship between CRD and the other variables. 
Again when the 62 subjects were split into^two groups according 
^ to their proficiency levels, the correlation coefficient between CRD 
and INT changed to a greater extent for the low proficiency group 
than for the higher proficiency group (See Tables 4.5 and 4.6). \ 
i 
LP group result: | 
CRD-INT： r=0.3179 p=0.1490 
HP group result: 
CRD-INT： r=0.4542 P=0.01 
AHK>ng the LP group, the correlation between CRD and INT became 
nonsignificant. And interestingly, thecorrelation coefficient of 
CRD and INT among the 62 subjects is 0.3888. When the effect of the 
LP group was removed, the coefficient rose to 0.4542. 
The third research question asks: ^Is there a close 
relationship between English reading (ERD) and (i) intelligence 
(INT)， (ii) English working memory {EMEM)), 3) English analyzed 
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linguistic knowledge (EALK) and 4) English cx>gnitive control (ECTRL)? 
Table 4.4 shows the correlation coefficient of the paired 
variables: 
1) ERD and INT: r=0.0123 p=0.429 
2) ERD and m m ) : r=0.5143 p=0.001 
3) ERD and EALK: r=0.8292 p=0.G01 
4) ERD and ECTRL: r=0.5908 p=0.001. ] 
. + i 
i 
‘ ！ 
Except INT, all the variables are significantly correlated with | 
! 
ERD. But Table 4.5 shows that the ERD and EALK among the LP group is ； 
only marginally significant (r=0.3716, p=0.089). In Table 4.6 the 
correlation between ERD and EALK and between ERD and ECTRL is also 
减 
'marginal' (r=0.2283 and 0.2942, p=0.07 and 0.03). Furthermore 
neither of the two tables shows a strong correlation between ERD and 
INT (r=0.0164 p=0,942, r=0.2456 p=0.06). This result suggests that I 
i 




The fourth question asks: 'Are cognitive control, analyzed 
linguistic knowledge and working memory the underlying properties 
that reading in L1 (Chinese) and reading in L2 (English) share?， 
Table 4.4 shows that the correlation coefficients of the three 
paired variables are: 
1) CALK-EALK r=0.3910 p=0.01 
2) CCTRL_ECTRL r=0.3237 p=0.01 
3) OffiMO-E24EMO r=0.4373 p=0.001. 
The results show that there exists a moderate to strong 
significant correlation between (i) CALK and EALK, (ii) CCTRL and 
ECTRL and (iii) CMEMO and EMEMO. 
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The fifth research question airas at finding out the best 
predictors of the college subjects， English reading comprehension 
abilities. 
Factoranalysis was first conductedfto see the correlation 
between the subjects' performance in various tests, thereby 
simplifying the process of regression analysis (Table 4.7 below). 
A multiple regression analysis using stepdown inclusion of | 
• i 
. i 
predictors was performed after factor analysis, to examine which | 
[ 
linguistic and memory components contribute to an optimal prediction 
‘ I 
of reading prpficiency in English (L2). 11 predictors were included 
in the present study, with ERD as the dependent variable. 
^ 
By using 'Reraove', we obtained the respective effects of CRD 
and EMEMO on SqR Change (0.1494 and 0.21304). 
As shown in the summary table (Table 4.8 below), only two 
i 
predictors seem to be significant: CRD explains 14.96% of the 
variance and EMEM) is the raost significant predictor, explaining 
21.30% of the variance. Oddly enough, though CMEM) and EMEMO 
correlated highly (r=0.4922 p=0.0001), they exert different effects 
on the 62 college subjects'reading inEnglish (ERD), and they are 
not, therefore, interchangeable (Geva & Segel， 1991; Gholaraain & Geva 
1992 have similar results.) 
Research question 6 is concerned with the good and the poor EFL 
readers: What are their behavioral characteristics along the nine 
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cognitive dimensions respectively? 
Actually the characteristics of one type of good EFL readers 
and one type of poor EFL readers are implied in the data concerning 
the first four research questions. 
The correlation coefficient of CRD and ERD of Year-3 is 0.5148 
(p=0.001). This implies that Chinese reading ability is transferable ) 
to English reading comprehension. It follows that readers, good or 丨 
poor in Chinese reading abilities, will likewise be good or poor in I 
. I I 
I 
English reading ablities respectively. (Good Chinese reading ； 
abilities imply good English reading abilities and poor Chinese 
reading ablities imply poor Englishreading abilities). 
^ 
Table 4.5 also tells us that CRD is closely related to the four 
Chinese cognitive abilities (INT, CMEM), CALK, CCTRL) and ERD is 
closely related to the three English cognitive abililties (EMM), ‘ 
i 
i 
EALK, ECTRL). This means that good/poor readers in either Chinese 
j 
(Ll) or English (L2) will be good/poor at least in working memory, 
analyzed linguistic knowledge in both languages. (The effect of INT 
on reading comprehension in both languages will be discussed later.) 
Furthermore Table 4.5 indicates the three cognitive abilities in 
Chinese are closely related to their counterparts in English. 
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TABLE 4,7 Factor Analysis Table ‘ 
Variable Eigenvalue Pct of Var Cum Pct 
EMEMO 3.347 33.5 33,5 
CRD“ 1.282 12.8 46.3 
CCTRL 1.088 10.9 57,2 
CMEMO 0.97 9.7 66.9 . 
ECTRL 0.82 8.3 75.1 | 
CALK 0.692 6.9 82.1 | 
EALK 0.635 6.5 88.6 | 
SEX 0.581 5.8 94.4 | 1INTRD 0.328 3.3 97.7 I 






Predicting ERD: Stepdown Multiple Regression Summary Table 
( N = 4 O ) 1 0 IPredictorF Step R ^ R〗Change F 
^ “ 11 .3815 0.00002 2,056 | 
INTRD 12 .3813 0.0002 3.388* j 
~ SEX 13 .3807 0.0006 2.810* \ 
— « « « « « « « ~ ~ » ~ ~ ^ ~ « ~ - ~ ~ « ~ « ~ " " ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ " ~ " " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ — ~ " ~ ^ " * ~ " " ^ " ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~ " " ~ ^ * ~ " ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ " ^ ~ ~ i 
EALK 14 .3799 0.0008 3.370* 
~ C ^ ~ 5 . 3 7 7 3 0 . 0 0 2 6 4 . 1 4 9 * * 
~ E C T R L — 16 .3751 0.0022 5,251** | | 
[ o E M O 17 .3719 0.0032 ； 7.104*** | 
I CCTRL - 18 ~ >3626 0 . 0 0 9 3 1 0 , 5 2 3 * * ^ 为 
I ^ ~ ~ 19 .2130 0.1496 10.287*** | 
I~mm：) 20 .0000 0.21304 • I 
! 
, • ！ 
i 
I 
With the data inTable 4.5, we are able to characterize at 
least one type of good readers in English and one type of poor 
readers in English. Their characteristics along the ten dimensions 
川 In the stepdown regression analysis, only the 40 Year-3 
subjects were included. The 22 Year_l subjects were not included 
here because thir English proficiency level was so low that their 
true reading comprehension abilities could not be reflected in the 
English reading comprehension test. So if their English reading test 
scores were included here as the dependent variable in the regression 
analysis, the analysis result—the best predictorsof the subjects' 
English reading comprehension would not bave been as precise as it 
should be. 
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are summarized as follows: 
TABLE 4.9 
T!rr ERD CRD CALK CCTRL CMEM) EALK ECTRL EMEMO INT EPROF 
TYPE 1 + + + + + + + + + + 





The +/- signs indicate that the two groups of readers are 
I 
comparatively good/poor in the ten specified dimensions among the 40- 丨 
Year-3 subjects. 
So far ten behavioral characteristics of two groups of refers 
(good and poor readers in English) have been identified among the 40 
Year-3 subjects. The question now is: Are there any other groups of 
I 
readers in these 40 subjects? 
If readers are classified according to their reading 
1 
comprehension abilities in English and Chinese, we can have at most 
four groups as shown in Table 4.10. 
TABLE 4.10 Reader Types {1) 
_ rf 
1 Good Poor I 
I Chinese readers Chinese readers i 
j G ^ I 
I English readers 1 4. | 
U ^ 
丨 ？咖 丨 
I English readers 3? 2 | 
H p - ^ — — I — ummMXP*T*tWTrnT**' “ ••••**—^^•^^^>*™——^^, ‘ • ~* 
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So far we have established two groups of readers, denoted by 
numbers 1 and 2 in the table (Table 4.10). But in theory, there 
should exist two more types of readers, denoted by numbers 3 and 4 in 
the table. The No.3 group of readeMs are good readers in Chinese but 
poor readers in English, whereas the No.4 group of readers are good 
readers in English but poor readers in Chinese. Do they exist? . 
‘ j 
Comparing the mean scores of ERD of the LP group and the HP 
group, we found that the mean score of the LP group is 29.8182 
avhereas the mean score of the HP group is 52.825--the Year-1 readers I 
I 
- I 
are a much poorer group than Year-3 readers in ERD. We then 
concentrated =3n the LP group and found 7 top students in CRD* Their 
scores in CRD are all above 85 whereas the remaining 15 subjects are 
all below 85. The mean score of the 7 top students in CRD is 85.1429 
‘ 
I 
which is quite comparable to the mean score of the top 9 subjects in 
the HP group in CRD (mean score = 85.2222). (The full score of the ； 
CRD test is 100.) The mean score of the 7 students in ERD is 
29.7143, which is a much lower score than the mean of the 9 Year-3 
students (55.5556). So the 7 Year-1 students fit into the No.3 group 
of readers in Table 4.10. Now we turn our attention to the 
behavioral characteristics along the 10 dimensions of the 7 Year-1 
students. 
A series of Mann-Whitney U tests were conducted to find out if 
there was significant difference between these 7 and the remaining 15 
Year-1 students in CAUC, CCTRL, OffiMO, EALK, ECTRL, EMEMO, INT and 
EPROF. 
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Table 4.11 summarizes the results of the series of the Mann-
Wliitney U tests. The table serves as a comparison between the 7 and 
the rest 15 subjects in the LP group in linguistic and cognitive . 
measures• 
TABLE 4.11 U-Test Results (1) 
« 
CRD ERD INT CALK CCTRL CMEMO EALK ECTRL EMEMO EPROF | 
! 
i 
Exact 2- ； 
‘ I 
tailed P .0000 1.0000 .0500 .2101 .0262 .0460 .0659 .2666 .0319 .5349 | 
I 
+ - + - + + - - . 十 - I 
. 1 
The +/- sign indicates that there is significant/no significant 
difference betveen the tvo groups. 
为 
供 
Table 4.11 indicates that the 7 Year-1 top students in CRD are 
t 
better than the remaining 15 in CRD, CMEMO, CCTRL, INT and EMEMO, but 
are not different significantly in CALK, EPROF, EALK, ERD and ECTRL. ‘ 
The No.4 group of readers in Table 4.10, whose English reading 
abilities are comparatively better than their reading abilities in 
Chinese, are a special group of readers, 
We looked for this group of readers among the HP group. Six 
subjects were found, whose English reading scores were al1 above 95 
(the full score is 100). The remaining 34 subjects were below 95. 
But their Chinese reading scores were below 70， which is below the 
average score of 74. It is believed that the 6 subjects fit into the 
characteristics of the No. 4 group of readers. A seriesof Mann-
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. 1 f 
Whitney U-Wilcoxon Rank Sum W tests were again cx)nducted to see if 
the 6 subjects were significantly different from the rest 36 Year-3 
.subjects in ERD, CRD, CALK, CCTRL, CMEMO, EALK, ECTRL, O^ffiMO, INT and 
EPROF. 
Table 4.12 summarizes the results of the series of the Marm-
WhitneyU tests. The table serves as a compariscm between the 6 and ) 
, I 
the rest 36 subjects in the HP group in linguistic and cognitive | 
measures• 
TABLE 4.12 U-Test Results (2) 
oO 
^ ERD EALK ECTRL EMEMO CRD CALK CCTRL CMEMO INT EPROF 
Exact 2-
tailed P .0000 .0190 .0169 .4037 .9559 .7819 .8104 .8681 .037 .0028 
I 




The +/- sign indicates that there is significant/no 
significantdifference between the twogroups. 
In sum, Table 4.12 indicates that the 6 top students in ERD 
are significantly better than the rest 34 Year-3 subjects in INT, 
ERD, ECTRL and EALK, but are not significantly different from the 
rest in CRD, CALK, CCTRL, CMEMO, EMEMO and EPROF. 
So far four groups of readers with different behavioral 
characteristics along the ten dimensions were found. Their 
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• 
respective characteristics aro summarized in Table 4.13. 
TABLE 4.13 Reader Characteristics 
ERD CRD CALK CCTRL CMEMO EALK(»TRL M E M ) INT EPROF 
TYPE 1 + + + + + + + + + + 
TYPE 2 - - — - •一 _ - ' - - -
TYPE 3 - + 一 + + ~ 一 + + -
TYPE 4 + - - - - + + - + -
The +/- signs in type 3 indicate that this group of readers ： 
are comparably good among/hardly different frora the rest of^ the 22 i 
Year-1 subjects in the specified abilities. The +/- signs in group 4 
indicate that this group of readers are comparably good among/hardly 
different from the rest of the 40 Year-3 subjects in the specified 
[ 
abilities. i 
Therefore, the question raarks in Table 4.10 can be removed and 
the situation is as follows: 
p-
Table 4.14 Reader Types (2) 
Poor Good I 
Chinese readers Chinese readers | 
Good I IEnglish readers 1 4 i 
Poor I 
English readers 3 2 i 
‘ •丨• •“ • ‘ ‘ ‘ I ‘ ‘ ‘ “ •“ “ • 1 ^ 
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chapter 5 
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS . 
.-.^  .-,^  -»•  , ,^i p -,、 •  * ‘-
This chapter presents a discussion of the statistical results 
and conclusions reached with regard to each research question and ^ 
hypothesis in this study. Pedagogical implications and suggestions | 
for further research are offered. 〜 






The research reported here set out to specify the possible 
underlying cognitive mechanisms that may account for relationships 
between L1 and L2 reading comprehension, and more specifically for 
understanding L2 reading and its problemsf One of the most cited 
models has been Cummins， (1984) interdependence hypothesis. Results 
reported in Chapter 4 suggest that this framework can be supported . 
« 
and elaborated in terms of some cognitive underpinnings: 




5.1 The First ResearchJ)uestion and Hvpothesis 
The first research question and hypothesis are concerned with 
the relationship between reading comprehension abilities in L1 ! 
(Chinese) and L2 (English). 
A strong correlation coefficient between the Chinese reading 
comprehension test scores and the English reading comprehension 
scores will show the relationship. Since the 62 subjects were from 
two levels of English proficiency: 40 from Year-3 (called 'high 
proficiency group， or 'HP group，）， 22 frora Year-1 (called M o w 
proficiency group， or 'LP group，）， we. computed the correlation 
coefficient between Chinese reading comprehension scores and English 
reading comprehension scores with three groups of data —— the 62 
subjects data, the LP group data and the HP group data, and got three 
correlation coefficients: 0.0420 (N=62), 0.1144 (N=22, the LP group), 
and 0.5148 (N=40, the HP group) (See Tables 4.4, 4.5, & 4.6). 
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For the HP group (Year-3 students), the correlation between 
CRD and ERD is highly significant. This means that CRD is closely 
related to. ERD. But why are not CRD and ERD of all the 62 subjects 
or tk3s^ of the LP group in isolation related to each other at all? 
The nonsignificant correlation between CRE and ERD of the LP group is 
probably due to their low proficiency level (The TOEFL test raean 丨 
score of the LP group is 444.4545, whereas the mean score of the HP | 
group is 602.2570.). Their real reading comprehension reflected 
I 
(through L1 (Chinese) failed to appear in L2 (English), or in other 九 | 
“ i 
words, the CUP that surfaced in L1 failed to resurface in L2 because j 
‘ I 
I 
their low English proficiency blocked the transfer of reading | 
^ 丨 
abilities from L1 to L2. | 
The low correlation (r=0.0420) between CRD and ERD of the ‘ 
whole group (N=62), is the result of the effect of nonsignificant 
correlation of the LP group. 
We will now return to the data of the HP group. The 
correlation of the CRD and the ERD in the HP group is significant. 
We cannot, however, simply rely on it to answer the first research 
question and to verify the first hypothesis. 
If two variables are highly correlated with each other, people 
will tend to think that one has caused the other or, in our case, one 
has transferred to the other. But Runyon & Haber (1991) remind us 
that correlational studies do not permit inferences of causation. 
*Correlation is a necessary but not a sufficient condition to 
establish a causal relationship between two variables. In short, 
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establishing a causal relationship requires conducting an expf^riment 
in which an independent variable is randomly assigned to the subjects 
by the experimenter, and the effects of these assignments are 
reflected in the dependent variable'. :、’ 
Owing to Rungon & Haber，s warning, we conducted a multiple 
regression analysis, looking for the best predictors of ERD. .The 1 
j 
result shows that CRD which explains 14.96% of the variance (See 
Table 4.8 of chapter 4), is one of the best predictors of ERD. On 
the basis of regression analysis, we tend,to conclude that it is 
extremely likely that there is a direct dependency between CRD and j 
ERD of the, HP group~-reading comprehension abilities in Ll (Chinese) ^ 
transferred to L2 (English). Therefore the answer to the first 
research question is affirmative—CRD is transferable to ERD when the 
learners， English proficiency is adequate and the first hypothesis is 
also confirmed in so far as when the threshold level is reached. 
This finding is theoretically significant, for 
1) it supports Cummins， interdependence hypothesis which 
argues that L1 proficiency is transferable to L2 provided that there 
is adequate exposure to L2, and that the learner has reached the 
* linguistic threshold'. 
2) it supports the interdependence hypothesis with Chinese as 
the first language. Previously, researchers have tried to define the 
relationship between reading in L1 and reading in L2. The languages 
studied (e.g., English-French or Spanish-English) were usually 
similar in syntactic structure and in orthography (e.g., Clark 1979). 
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Seldom have people incorporated Chinese in the study of reading 
ability transfer. Theresult that Chinese reading comprehension 
abilities are transferable to reading in English suggests that 
Cummins' hypotHelis is applicable to languages that belong to … 
diametrically different syntactic and orthographic systems. 
Oddly enough, the research finding of G & R does not seem to 
be in line with Cummins' argument in the interdependence hypothesis, | 
“ i 
The correlation between reading comprehension in English (L1) and | 
Hebrew (L2)is 0.12 (p>0.05) which indicates an nonsignificant 
relationship (The writers, however, claim that English reading ！ 
I 
correlates with Hebrew r e a d i n g， . ) . One tentative guess for the"cause ！ 
I 
of this nonsignificant correlation between reading in English and 
Hebrew is the subjects， low proficiency in Hebrew. Their average 
length of Hebrew learning was 6 years which was not sufficient for a 
learner to reach acertain threshold level in that language 
so that they could achieve functional ability, so that they could 
fulfill reading tasks in L2 similar to those in L1. The subjects， L2 
(Hebrew) was not proficient enough to initiate the transfer of 
reading abilities in L1 to L2. In other words, the subjects had not 
reached the threshold level in L2 (Hebrew), 
、1.1 The ppfinition of the Threshold Level(s) in Reading in L2 * . « 
(Fn^lish^ and the Relativitv of the Level(s) 
In the present study, we found that in the high-proficiency 
group, the subjects' L1 (Chinese) reading abilities are transferable 
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to L2 (English), The lack of transfer of reading abilities among the 
low-proficiency group is probably due to their low L2 proficiency. 
Cumrains (1979, 1987) and Alderson (1984) have pointed out that 
transfer of abilities would tkke place only if the learners had 
reached the Uinguistic threshold, in the target language. The data 
of the HP group and LP group implies that there is no direct transfer 
of ability across languages, and that foreign language competence is 
required before transfer can occur. The Year-3 students have on the 
whole passed the threshold level, therefore they are able to transfer … 
L1 reading abilities to the reading in English (L2)： 
• With the research findings gained in the preserrt study, 
am 
therefore, we are able to define a level of L2 (English) reading 
comprehension of Chinese learners. Since L2 threshold levels are 
defined, accofding to Cummins (1987)， in terms of linguistic 
proficiency, the threshold levels in English proficiency for Chinese 
learners to transfer their L1 reading abilities in English should be 
around 600 in terms of TOEFL scores. 
The threshold level defined in the present study is buttressed 
by reason and empirical data, rather than by arbitary opinion. In 
other words, its definition is task-oriented, because the threshold 
levels are relative in nature. Cummins (1987) says that threshold 
levels vary with the individual's stage of cognitive development and 
the cognitive demands of the tasks. For instance, the threshold 
level required for reading a piece of daily news in the newspapers 
should not be as high as the level required for reading an essay on 
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Buddhism. The threshold level defined in the present study is proper 
i 
for the reading in English of some general topics, and the lexical 
demand is restricted to 4,000 words. (See the English reading test 
^ * , .->、- • 
3 60': in Appendix A.). The threshold level of the 600 TOEFL score should 
not be applicable to reading in other situations. 
Kitty (1992) found that the. threshold level(s) in L2 was/were 
found to be relative at least from three points of view: (i) academic 
level, (ii) lexical demand and, (iii) subject contents. She found in 
her study empirical evidence to prove the importance of both academic 
•  i ‘ 
level and lexical demand in the determination of threshold(s) for 
certain tasks such as reading in L2. In c _ e c t i o n with subject 
i .、 
contents, only tentative statements were made. More research on this 
aspect was suggested. 
Resonably, the relative nature of the threshold level(s) in L2 
with respect to different types of cognitive tasks can probably be an 
, ) 
important area for future research. 
^ 】 
5.2 The Second Research Question and Hvpothesis 
The second research question and hypothesis are concerned with 
the relationship between Chinese reading comprehension abilities and 
intelligence and other cognitive abilities in Chinese such as 
analyzed linguistic knowledge, cognitive control, working memory. We 
pose such a question, because we intend to find out therole those 
cognitive abilities play in reading in Chinese. 
The correlation coefficients related to the second research 
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1 
questionand hypothesis are repeated here (See Table 4.4， Chapter 4): 
1) CRD-INT: r=0.3888 p=0.01 
2) CRD-CMEMO: r=0.5335 p=0.001 
3) CRD-CALK: r=0*2940 p=0.020 
4) CRD-CCTRL: r=0.4874 p=0.001. 
The four pairs of variables are significantly correlated. It 
can be said that the four variables are important in reading in 
Chinese. Therefore the results are supportive of the theories 
addressing the relationship between reading comprehension and 
intelligence, working memory, analyzed linguistic knowledge and 
cognitive control. 
^ 
5.2.1 Intelligence and Ll (Chinese) and L2 (English) Reading 
Comprehension 
In this section, we would like to discuss the relationship 
between intelligence and reading comprehension in both Ll (Chinese) 
and L2 (English), on the basis of our research findings. :: 
^ The correlation between CRD and INT (N=62) gained in the 
present study is 0.3888, whereas the correlation between ERD and INT 
(N=62) is 0.0123. The first correlation is supportive of previous 
-WSt 
findings and existing theories that reading comprehension and 
intelligence are related. But.the second correlation (r=0.0123), 
however, suggests a surprisingly nonsignificant relationship between 
English reading comprehension and intelligence. Intuitively, we 
think: that reading in the first language requires intelligence, and 
reading in a second language, which is a more cognitively demanding 
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• 
task, likewise requ?res intelligence. But the research finding runs 
counter to our expectation. One possible explanation may lie in the 
I 
effect of proficiency levels on the relationship between intelligence 
• 
and rekUing in Ll and L2. In Table 4.5 (Chapter 4) intelligence is 
shown not to be related to English reading comprehension in the LP 
group {r=0.0164)； Table 4.6 shows a marginally significant 
correlation in the HP group (r=0.2456, p=0.06). This may suggest 
that proficiency levels may affect or have a bearing on the INT-ERD 
relationship. Nevertheless the correlation in the HP group is not i 
high enough to verify that INT and ERD are related. Therefore the 
correlation between int^^ligence and English reading comprehension of 
neither of the two proficiency groups is confirmative of previous 
findings and theories that reading and intelligence are related to 
each other (Olson, 1986). 
Can we make a claim, on the basis of the correlation between 
INT and CRD/ERD, that INT is morestrongly related to Ll reading 
comprehension than to L2 reading comprehension? The answer is. 'no'. 
广 —. 
The basic reading comprehensionprocess as suggested by Irwin (1986) 
involves mainly five parts: raicroprocesses, integrative processes, 
macroprocesses, elaborative processes and metacognitive processes. 
Though few studies have compared the reading processes in Ll with 
those in L2, we believe that the reading processes are universal 
across languages, except for certain processes at the basic levels, 
such as word decoding and phonological encoding. Furthermore, as 
discussed in Chapter 2 and found in the present study, reading 
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comprehension in both L1 and L2 are related to cognitive abilities 
such as working memory, analyzed linguistic knowledge and cognitive 
control, and those abilities measured in L1 have been found to be 
,^TOi related to their counterparts in L2. The major differences between ^'" 
reading in L1 and L2 are that (i) reading in L2 requires a higher 
level of analyzed linguistic knowledge (Bialystok & Ryan， 1985; . 
Bialystok, 1991 a) and, (ii) L2 readers find it more difficult to 
make full use of contextual constraints such as syntactic, semantic 
as well as discourse constraints (Cziko, 1988). Therefore it is 
reasonable to say that reading in L1 and L2 are equal ly cognitively 
demanding if reading in L2 is not more so. Furthermore, Snow (1986) 
T 3 0 明 
、 includes *fluid-anS-lytic reasoning，in his definition of 
intelligence. Piaget (1950) considers intelligence as the 
reorganization of cognitive structures, assimilation, accommodation 
and automatized processes. Reading in whatever languages surely 
requires fluid-analytic reasoning as well as the qualities identified 
by Piaget. Thus reading in either L1 or L2 demands intelligence raore 
or less to the same extent. Our finding in the present study that 
INT is more correlated to CRD than to ERD is therefore not a 
reflection of the truth. 
« 
Similar results showing that the relationship between reading 
comprehension and intelligence to be nonexistent have been obtained 
in some other studies. In 1991, Martin conducted a study aiming at 
investigating the relationship between reading achievement in L1, 
based on the scores of verbal comprehension, and full-scale IQ. The 
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1 
statistical analysis indicates that there is no significant 
correlation between IQ scores and the reading comprehension scores. 
Of course Martin's research findings cannot leadus to the conclusion 
• • . . . -. • 
that reading in L1 is not related to intelligence. Therefore 
Martin's findings may not reveal the truth that reading and 
intelligence are related. 
But why? The problem may lie in the concept of intelligence. 
The popularity of the use of the concept of intelligence as a 
c> benchmark in the diagnosisof reading disability has been puzzling ！ 
(Stanovich, 1991). Surely one would be hard pressed to find a 
CQjiceptlnore controversial than intelligence in all of psychology! 
For decades, it has been the subject of disputes, which shows no sign 
of abating. Even though much progress has been made in both 
empirical and theoretical domains, fundamental disputes remain. 
One focus of the debates is on the validity of intelligence 
tests. A lot of psychometricians, developmental psychologists, and 
educational psychologists long ago gave up the belief that IQ test 
scores measure potential in any valid sense. Indeed, standard tests 
in educational measurement and assessment routinely warn against 
interpreting IQ scores as measures of intellectual potential 
• (Anastasi, 1988; Cronbach， 1984; Thorndike, 1963). At their best, IQ 
test scores are gross measures of current cognitive functioning 
(Detterman, 1982). Indeed many theoretists would dispute even this 
c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n . Siegel (1989)， for example, attacks the 
representativeness of several typical IQ tasks, outlining the 
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objections of many theorists. To sum up, an IQ test score cannot be 
properly interpreted as a measure, of a person's potential. Thus the 
explanation of the observed inconsistent or unstable relationship 
between INT and CRD/ERD is that the Otis-Lennon school ability test 
might not reflect the subjects' potential. We do not deny the 
existence of the close tie between intelligence and reading 
comprehension. The problem is that the research findings in the 
present study cover up rather than reveal the tie. In other words, IQ 
tests cannot reflect the relationship. ‘ 
Another focus of the debates about IQ is the type of IQ tests 
th#t should be used in the measurement of intelligence. For example, 
it has often been pointed out that changes in the characteristics of 
the IQ tests used in a comparison study will result in the 
identification of somewhat different subgroups of children as 
disabled in reading (Bowers, Stefffy, &Tate， 1988). And • 
researchers， recommendations for the type of IQ tests that should be 
used are inconsistent. A very common recommendation one. finds in ttie 
research literature is that nonverbal IQ be used to assess 
intelligence (e.g., Perfetti, 1985). Boyle (1987) emphasizes the 
importance of testing second language speakers‘ reasoning (which is 
acknowledged as being a central element in intelligence) with symbols 
rather than with words. In comp:lete contrast, in Learning 
Disabilities Research devoted to the issues of measuring severe 
discrepancy (between intelligence and reading disabilities), Hessler 
(1987) argues for the use of verbally loaded tests because 
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using a nonverbal test of intelligence because an 
individual has better nonverbal cognitive abilities than 
verbal cognitive abilities does not, of course, remove 
the importance of verbal processing and knowledge 
structures in academic achievements; it only obscures 
their importance and perhaps provides unrealistic 
expectations for an individual's academic achievement 
(P.46). 
In the present study, the Otis-Lennon intelligence test was 
chosen, with 15 verbal items removed, for fear of the vocabulary 
interference in the test. Therefore the test was made more non-
verbal than verbal (The original version was a lull-scale， test, 
- which was equally divided between verbal and non-verbal). In 
Hessler's view, such a test will possibly provide a misleading 
picture of the subjects， academic achievement. This may serve as 
another explanation of the insignificant relationship between INT and 
» 
ERD observed in the present study, 
5.2.2 L1 (Chinese) Working Memorv and L1 (Chinese) Reading 
• • ‘ . • 
Comprehension _ 
The correlation between Chinese reading comprehension test and 
. Chinese working memory test (the reading span test, modelled on 
Daneman & Carpenter,s reading span test 1980) is 0.5335 (p:0.001) 
、.Tu which is the higtest among the four correlations (between Chinese -he-
reading comprehension and the four cognitive abilities). This result 
highlights the role working memory plays in reading comprehension and 




differences in language comprehension. Many theories on working 
memory have the sarae suggestion (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978; Kintch & 
Vipond, 1979; Norraan, 1972). 
Based on the test resuHs and the correlational analysis of 
the results, the present study argues that individual differences in 
working memory capacity do not reside in passive storage capacity. 
Rather, individuals differ in processes or procedures they have for 
maximally utilizing that capacity. 
.3j Some subjects in the working: memory test performed 
excellently. They could remember as many as eight Chinese/ English 
WG^ds (each of which was the last word of an unrelated 
Chinese/English sentences). When asked about their strategies in 
memorizing so many unrelated words within seconds, the subjects 
reported to have used the strategy of 'connection'. During the test, 
theytried to connect and make sense of the eight unrelated words to 
form a meaningful sentence or even a coherent short passage. For 
instance, the following eight unrelated words: smell, lake, garden, 
road, building, snow, school answers could be related to form a 
passage like: 
There is a building by the lake, near which 
there is a road leading to a garden with 
good smell and covered with snow. In the 
school there, the teacher is always waiting 
for students' answers• 
Subjects with larger working memory capacity, did not store 
information passively. They were able to manipulate it, either by 
compressing the many pieces of information into one, or by connecting 
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them with existing information, thereby leaving more capacity for 
more information. 
According to Daneman & Carpenter (1983)， reading span test has 
• high predictive powei* of reading comprehension. Therefore active use-gb 
of working memory capacity may differentiate good readers from poor 
readers. ‘ 
Of course, the present research of the relation of working 
memory capacity and reading is purely correlational; hence a causal 
relationship cannot be assured between processing efficiency and -
reading performance. Further research is called for to investigate 
， the effects of training at basic processes on working memory and on 
« 
reading comprehension. 
5.2.3 L1 (Chinese) Analvzed Linguistic Knowledge. L1 Cognitive 
Control and L1 Reading Comprehension 
The correlational analysis of (i) Chinese analyzed linguistic 
knowledge and Chinese reading and {ii) Chinese ,cognitivecontrol and ^ • -
Chinese reading comprehension provide support forBialystok and 
Ryan，s (1985) model which claims that reading makes heave demands on 
both analyzed linguistic knowledge and cognitive control. 
In specifying the respective 'relatedness' of either analyzed 
linguistic knowledge or cognitive control to reading comprehension, 
Bialystok (1988) hypothesizes that the relation between level of 
linguistic awareness and reading proficiency should be specifiable in 
terms of these skill components ( analyzed linguistic knowledge and 
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cognitive control). In particular, in a single task of reading 
comprehension based on simple texts, analysis of knowledge should be 
a better predictor of reading level than should control of 
• . • _ • 广, 
^%'essing. Her experiment results confirmed this 'hWothesis. 
But the correlational analysis of the present study shows that 
• control of processing is a better predictor of Ll (Chinese) reading 
comprehension {CRD-CALK: r=0.2940; CRD-CCTRL: r=0.4874). 
Ricciardelli,s (1993) study had the same resultthat ^support for the 
control component was stronger than for the second (analysis 
: c o m p o n e n t ) ' . According to Ricciardelli, this might have been due to 
the problems encountered with the tasks in the experiment. ^ 
Nevertheless, Bialystok (1988) in the same study adds that 
control of processing wouldbe expected to be more relevant for 
reading where fluency is more critical and integration of a variety 
of information must be achieved quickly, for passages containing 
misleading formal or semantic cues where attention must be rigorously 
controlled to the to the appropriate information，. This is a precise 
description of the test situation in the present study. In doing the 
reading comprehension test, the subjects were under the pressure of 
the time limit. They had tovigorously control their attention and 
locate the appropriate information quickly. This drew heavily on the 
control aspect of the B & G (1985) model. Therefore the cognitive 
control dimension was more closely related to Chinese reading 
comprehension than the analysis of knowledge. 
On the basis of the general discussion in this section, we 
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would now 1 ike to answer the second research question and verify the 
second hypothesis hypothesis. We conclude that there is a close 
relationship between the college students， reading comprehension 
谟) abilities in Chinese and their Chinese _ J y z e d linguistic knowledge, 
Chinese cognitive control, Chinese working memory and intelligence 
and that the second hypothesis is confi.rmed. 
5.3 The Third Research Question and Hypothesis 
.The third research question and hypothesis are concernedwith 
the relationship between reading comprehension abilities in English 
and cognitive abilities such as intelligence (INT), English analyzed 
linguistic knowledge, English cognitive control (ECTRL) and English 
working memory (EMEMO). 
The data related to the third research question and hypothesis 
are repeated here (See Table 4.4, Chapter 4). 
ERD-EMEMO: r=0.5413 p=0.001 
ERD-EALK: r=0.8292 p=0.001 
ERD-ECTRL: r=0.5408 p=0.001 
These data show that English reading abilities are highly 
correlated with English working memory, English analyzed knowledge, 
and English cognitive control. 
5.,^, 1 L2 (English) Working Memory and L2 Reading Comprehension 
The significant correlation between L2 (English) working memory 
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and L2 reading comprehension (r=0.5413) suggests that L2 reading 
comprehension is related to working meraory measured in the second 
language. Existing theories have mainly concentrated on the 
relatdkmship between reading comprehension and working;metnory in the 
first language and claim that working memory is essential in the 
process of language comprehension (e»g., Daneman & Carpenter, 1980). 
The result of the present study supports these theories with 
evidence in a second language. 
5,3.2 L2 (English) Analyzed Linguistic Knowledge, L2 Cognitive 
Control and L2 Reading Comprehension ^ ^ 
The correlation of the variables in the two pairs: (i) English 
analyzed linguistic knowledge and English reading comprehension and 
(ii) English cognitive control and English reading comprehension 
provide empirical support for the existence of the two cognitive 
dimensions proposed by Bialystok and Ryan (1985) with evidence from 
the second language. . 
Among the Chinese data, we found that Chinese cognitive control 
was a better predictor of reading abilities in Chinese than Chinese 
analyzed knowledge. But the data in the second language seems to be 
in conformity with Bialystok's (1988) hypothesis that ^in a single 
task of reading comprehension, analysis of knowledge should be a 
better predictor of reading level than should control of processing，， 
because the EALK-ERD correlation (r=0.8292) is much higher that the 
ECTRL-ERD correlation (r=0.5408). There are two explanations for the 
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difference in data in Chinese and in English. 
The first explanation. The reading comprehension test in 
English was easier to the subjects than the test in Chinese, 
therefore ttey could finish it in a leisurely manner. Attention was 
important here, but they did not have to vigorously control their 
attention because they did not have to select and integrate or 
achieve the information as quicklyas in the Chinese reading test. 
The subjects did not have to make full use of their cognitive control 
abilities. So the control of processing was not as important here in 
• ::、，‘ ！ 
the English reading test as it was in the Chinese reading test. 
The alternative explanation is based on the B & R (1究5) model. 
j 
When differentiating L1 and L2 learning, B & R reason: 
the learner enjoys a different degree of competence with 
control and analyzed linguistic knowledg when dealing 
with the two languages. The major challenge for children 
learning a first language is the development of cognitive 
control to permit the child to enter more difficult 
domains of language use. The main control problem for a 
second learner is to execute the established operations 
with sufficient automaticity to meet the local task 
demands. Thus if controlhas been mastered for a first 
language, the main control needed for second-language 
learning is to develop automaticity. The major challenge 
for second-language learning, and in particular, adult-
second learning, is in the development of analyzed 
linguistic knowledge.. 
Therefore, in the case of reading in second language, for learners 
with comparable levels of cognitive control in their first language, 
their success in L2 reading comprehension lies in their command of 
the analyzed linguistic knowledge of the language which is a better 
predictor of L2 reading comprehension. 
Before concluding this section, we would like to draw the 
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reader‘s attention to another interesting discovery. 
The data suggest that English analyzed linguistic knowledge is 
more closely related to English reading comprehension than Chinese 




When addressing the role of the two metacognitive dimensions in 
reading in L1 and L2, G & R (1993) assume tha^ for the L2 learner, 
reading i n L 2 requires higher degrees of analyzed linguistic 
knowledge than does reading in L1 precisely because lexical access ‘ 
and syntactic processes are more automatized in L1 than in L2, 
一 Recalling our experiences in acquiring our mother tongu^ and 
learning a foreign language, we believe the major difference in the 
:T two types of learning lies in the dependence on the grammar in the \ 
process, especially at the beginning stages during the learning. Our 
command of the first language increases ^naturally'. We have already 
developed an ‘implicit' grammar before entering primary school.. 
Whereas in learning a foreign language, a grammar book of that 
language is iM,ispensable. Without learning the grammar, we wquld 
have no idea about how the simplest sentences are produced. The same 
is true of comprehension in a foreign language; which explains why 
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EALK is more closely related to ERD than CALK is to CFD^^ 
In conclusion, we think that there is a close relationship 
between the college students， comprehension abilities in English and 
. • 
English analyzed linguistic knowledger^nglish cognitive control, 
English working memory and intelligence. The third hypothesis is 
also confirmed. 
5.4 The fourth research question and hvpothesis 
'. a. The fourth research question and hypothesis areaconcerned with 
the cognitive properties that underlie reading in L1 (Chinese) and in 
^ L2 (English). 鴻 
The relevant data are repeated here (See Table 4.4, Chapter 4). 
CALK-EALK: r=0.3910 p=0.001 
CCTRL-ECTRL: r=0.3237 p=0.01 
CMEMO-EMEMO: r=0.4373 p=0.001 
The three variables in the three pairs are significantly 
correlated. The fourth hypothesis is confirmed. 
In discussing the second and the third research question and 
hypothesis, we found that the three cognitive abilities in Chinese 
11 Analyzed linguistic knowledge, by definition, refers to the 
skill component responsible for structuring, organizing, and 
explicating the learner's implicit knowledge of the langauge 
(Bialystok, 1988). According to our understanding, an explicit 
knowledge of the grammar accounts for an important part in the analyzed 
linguistic knowledge. Therefore we think it feasible to explicate the 
close relationship between EALK and ERD with learner's heavy dependence 
on an explicit knowledge of the grammar in English. 
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viz., Chinese analyzed linguistic knowledge, Chinese cognitive 
control, and Chinese working memory are closely related to Chinese 
reading comprehension; and the three cognitive abilities in English, 
~:v、viz.，English analyzed knowledge, English cognitive control and 
English working memory are closely related to English reading 
cdmprehension. The data suggest that all the three cognitive 
abilities on the Chinese side are closely related to those on the 
English side. Relating these to Cumrains， interdependence hypothesis, 
- we argue that these cognitive abilities in Chinese and English serve 
to explain the interdependent relationship between reading 
comprehension in Chinese and in English. These cognitive abilities ^ 
are the underlying cognitive mechanisms that reading in L1 (Chinese) 
and L2 (English) both share. Cummins (1983) assumes that literacy-
related skills such as conceptual knowledge, content knowledge, 
thinking skills and reading strategies are involved in the common 
underlying proficiency (CUP). So admittedly, working memory, 
cognitive control and analyzed linguisitc knowledge, which might be 
included in what Cummins refers to as 'thinking skills', make up only 
a small part of the CUP. Further research is necessary to identify 
the other skills in the CUP. This will be of pedagogical 
significance. 
5.4.4 Summarv of the Four Research Questions and Hypotheses 
So far we have answered four research questions raised in 




2. The four questions are, in fact, interrelated^ Their 
relationship is shown in the following figure (Figure 5.1) 
{ 
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” 
shows that the variables are related. 
shows the existence of transfer. 
FIGURE 5.1. Sununary of the four research questions and 
hypotheses 
The four hypotheses correspond to the first four research 
questions. The answers to all the four research questions are 
confirmable. ‘ 
The central aim of the present study has been to elaborate on 
Cummins， interdependence hypothesis—to specify the particular 
cognitive mechanisms that reading in Chinese and reading in English 
both share. 
The results of the investigation in the present study suggest 
that the specific mechanisms that reading in Chinese and reading in 
English both share are working memory span, analyzed linguistic 
knowledge and cognitive control. More research is needed to find out 
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if (i) the results gained in this study is generalizable across all 
languages, and (ii) the other cognitive abilities (e.g. the ability 
to imagine, to infer and to reason) are transferable from reading in 
Ll to reading in L2. 
5,5 The Fifth Research Question 
The fifth research question is *What are the best predictors of 
English reading comprehension ability?' The result of the stepdown 
multiple regression analysis is: CRD and EMEMO are the best 
predictors (See Table 4.4, Chapter 4). They explain 14.96% and 
2 K 3 0 % of the variance respectively. The result that CRD is one of 
« • 
the best predictors of ERD strengthens and confirms Curamins' (1984) 
interdependence hypothesis. But this result is applicable only to 
high English proficiency learners. As for those low proficiency 
learners, they have not yet passed the threshold level, their Ll 
reading abilities are not able to transfer to the reading in L2, thus 
CRD cannot serve as a predictor of the English reading abilities of 
this group of learners. 
To date, few studies have been conducted to test Cummins， 
hypothesis using Chinese as the first language. The result that CRD 
is one of the best predictors of English reading comprehension 
provides a new possibility of probing into theprobleras of reading in 
English (L2) by Chinese learners. 
Commonly, in the English reading classes at high schools as 
well as at universities on the Chinese mainland, the practice is: The 
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teacher goes over the new vocabulary and difficult sentence 
structures contained in the passages. This will usually consume most 
o f t h e time and effort of the teacher. Next, when necessary, the 
teacher reads the passage aloud and does some explanation and 
paraphrasing work. As students' command of English improves, they 
are usually eased into a familiar pattern of reading instruction 
characterized by 
1) an introduction to concepts, vocabulary, 
： 2 ) time (in or out of class) to read the assignment and answer 
comprehension questions. 
What learners can improve most in such^classes is usually the 
proficiency level of English. What remains unchanged is their 
reading ability—good readers remain good and poor readers remain 
poor. 
The present study tentatively suggests some other alternatives 
of improving Chinese learners, reading abilities in English besides 
the traditional practice of increasing vocabulary and concepts: 
• 1) Chinese reading comprehension ability, 
12 
2) Chinese cognitive control ， 
3) Chinese working memory span, 
4) English cognitive control, 
12 The cognitive abilities are purely correlational witfi reading 
comprehension. Therefore we cannot claim strongly that the 
improvement of the cognitive abilities will cause the improvement of 
reading comprehension. A possible next step in the line of research is 
to devise specific intervention studies that would examine the 
effective training at the cognitive abilities on reading comprehension. 
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5) English analyzed linguistic knowledge, 
6) English working memory, 
7) intelligence. 
N<- : 
How mre things like cognitive control, working memory span and 
intelligence improved? It is afraid that none of the existing 
coursebooks has spared a chapter or two on any of the aspects. Great 
efforts are called for here to explore ways of enhancing the above-
mentioned abilities. 
蠻 
5,6 The Sixth Research Question 
The sixth and also the final research question of the present ^ 
study is"What are the behavioral characteristics along the nine 
dimensions of both good and poor readers in English?' (See Chapter 
1). By answering this question, we hope to provide different 
treatment for readers of differing cognitive abilities. 
We defined four groups of readers, among whom two groups were 
good readers in English, and two groups were poor readers in English. 
Group one: Good in reading in English, good in reading in 
Chinese, and good in all the rest of the eight dimensions. This is 
the group of readers whom the teacher of reading should be the least 
worried about. The teacher's attention should focus mainly on the 
rest three groups of readers. 
Group two: Poor in reading in English, poor in reading in 
Chinese and poor in all the rest eight dimensions. The starting 
point of this group of readers may probably be the improvement of 
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their reading ability in Chinese. More specifically, they may set _ 
out to improve the cognitive abilities that have been found to be 
closely related to reading in Chinese, such as CCTRL, CMEMO and 
'TiTintelligence, Next they may concentrate on the improvement of their 
English language proficiency, to reach the linguistic threshold 
level, so that their Chinese reading abilities may be transferred to 
their reading in English. 
Group three: Good in reading in Chinese, poor in reading in 
• English. This group are found:to be good at CRD, CCTRL, CMEM), 
EMEMO, INT，but not significant better at ERD, EALK, ECTRL and 】 
EPROF, and CALK* This group are intelligent and good at almost ^ 
^ 
everything 'Chinese'. Their good Chinese reading abilities have not 
been transferred to their reading in English because their low 
English proficiency has possibly blocked the way of the transfer. 
Since the readers are good at reading in Chinese, what they should do 
first to improve their reading comprehension is to enhance their 
English proficiency level. 
Group four: High proficient readers in English, low proficient 
readers in Chinese. This group of readers are good at ERD, EALK, 
ECTRL, INT, and EPROF, but not significantlybetter at CRD, CCTRL, 
CMEMO and EMEM) than the rest of the subjests in the HP group. 
It is tentatively suggested that their reading in English are 
not due totheir reading skill in Chinese being transferred to 
English. Three things worth noticing are: 
1) their English proficiency level is significantly different 
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from the rest of the Year 3 subjects; 
2) their intelligence is significantly distinct from the rest; 
3) They are good in almost all the dimensions in English except 
EMEMO. 
、 、 [ • ; , . - • ， . ， n --" 
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The question is 'Do they belong to the group of learners whose 
language proficiency in the two languages has developed in an . 
unbalanced way with their L2 proficiency developing more quickly than 
their L1 proficiency? What has led to this unbalance? If everything 
learned in L1 is transferable to L2, as Cummins' interdependence 
‘ . . . • j 
， hypothesis holds, the acquisition in the two languages should have 
proceeded in a balanced way. -Therefore it is conjectured^that there 
减 
is a limit to transfer. When the L2 proficiency level has reached a 
certain level, the transfer of reading abilities will stop, and the 
acquisition of the two languages develops in a way independent of 
each other• 
There is an alternative assumption about this group of readers. 
The higher reading abilities in the second language is due to the 
,subjects' intensive concentration on English leaming, to the neglect 
of their mother tongue. It is predicted, however, that without the 
basis of a good L1 language proficiency and good reading abilities in 
the first language, the good reading abilities in the second will not 
last. They will resume their poor L1 reading behavior in the reading 
of the second language sooner or later. So the suggestion for this 
group of readers is to try to improve their reading abilities in 




5.7 Summary and Suggestions 
5.7.1 Summary 
tu^The four hypotheses formulated in the present study are mostly 
confirmed. 
First, Chinese reading abilities are transferable to reading in 
English on condition that a linguistic threshold level is reached. 
Second, Chinese reading comprehension is closely related to 
Chinese working memory (CMEMO), Chinese cognitive control (CCTRL) and 
Chinese analyzed linguistic knowlege (CALK), And the finding 
coifberned with the relationship Uetween intelligence and CRD/ERD is 
119 not explainable with existing theories. It is argued that the 
invalidity and the type (nonverbal) of the intelligence test might be 
responsible for the queer finding. 
Third, English reading comprehension (ERD), is closely related 
to English working memory (EMEMO), English analyzed linguistic 
knowledge (EALK) and English cognitive control (ECTRL). The tie 
between ERD and EALK is stronger than that between ERD and EALK. 
This is because, according to B & R (1985)， the major challenge for 
second language learning i s i n the development of analyzed linguistic 
knowledge. 
Fourth, CALK, CCTRL, and CMEMO are closely related to their 
counterparts in English. We conclude that cognitive control, 
analyzed linguistic knowledge and working memory are part of the 
common cognitive abilities that reading in Chinese and English both 
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share. This conclusion is a specification of Cummins' 
interdependence hypothesis. 
Fifth, on the basis of the finding that ERD and CRD are the 
un^ best predictors of ERD, suggestions for improving ERD by way of 
imroving EMEMO and CRD are made. 
Finally, four types of readers are characterized in terras of 
their behavior in nine cognitive abilities in Chinese and English. 
'Pedagogical suggenstions for the treatment of the four types of 
readers are offered. 
5.7.2 Suggestions of Future Research 式 
减 
The findings of the present exploratory study raise more 
questions thanthe solutions they supply to various problems 
concerned with reading in a second language. The results here are 
best regarded as tentative propositions which may hopefully enlighten 
subsequent researchers. ‘ 
The following research endeavors would seem to hold exceptional 
promise. .’ 
1) We found in the present study that L2 working memory and L1 
reading comprehension were the best predictors of L2 reading 
abilities. It would be pedagogicaly significant if the effects of 
training at L2 working memory and L1 reading abilities on the 
improvement of L2 reading comprehension were studied. 
2) Reading abilities were found to be transferable form reading 
in L1 (Chinese) to reading in L2 (English). Future research should 
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also investigate the transferability of the cognitive mechanisms from 
L1 to L2, thereby making an important contribution to the 
understanding of the transfer of reading skills, 
,4 3) The research findings in the present study show that working 
memory, cognitive control and analyzed linguistic knowledge are part 
of the common underlying proficiency (CUP). And we claim further 
that more cognitive components are involved in the CUP than the above 
• three. Future research is suggested to verify if cognitive abilities 
such as to imagine, to infer and to reason are what reading in L1 and 
L' - --
\ 
L2 both share. ‘ 
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English reading comprehension test 
H 
y (60 minutes) /’ 
Directions: Each of the reading passages in this section is 
followed by questions based on the contents of the passage. After 
reading the passage, choose the best answer to each question. The 
questions are to be answered on the basis of what is stated or 
implied in the passage. 
Passage 1. ^ ^ ,, 
Dr. Albert Eistein's neighbor was worried. Every day her small 
daughter went to call on the great scientist. At last the mother 
went to Einstein, She told him she was sorry if the girl was keeping 
him from his work. 
"Oh, not at all," Eistein told her. "I like her to come to see 
me. We get along quite well." . 
、 "But what could you and an eight-year-old girl nave in co^on? 
asked the mother. . 
"A great deal," said the scientist, "I love the jelly b e ^ s she 
brings me. And she loves the way I do her arithmetic lessons. 
Questions: (1-一3) 
1. What bothered the mother was that her daughter 
a. and Eistein had become great friends. 
b. might be spoilt by the scientist. 
c. began visiting Einstein. 
d. might disturb Eistein. 
2. We can see that until she was told ， the mother didn't seem to 
know her daughter had been 
a. visiting Einstein every day. 
b. keeping Eistein from his work 
c. taking her lessons to Eistein. 
d. learningscience with Eistein. 
3. The passage implies that Einstein 
a. had a strong sense of humour. 
b. was very lonely late in life. 
c. was always ready to help others. 
d. mixed well with all kinds of people. 
Passage 2• . 
34% discount on standard domestic rail fares and 50% discount 
on cheap day return fares with Young Persons Railcard (UKf 12) for 
youth under 24 years or students of any age. The card is valid one 
year from date of purchase. 
33% discount on all standard National Express fares is 
available to haolders of International Student Card (Vald only till 
31 Dec. 1985). After this date the siscount is available to holders 
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of a Student Coach, Card which is available to all full-time 
students over 17. UKL2.90-valid one year from date of purchase. 
15% discount by ferry, Liverpool --> Belfast. 
Questuibs: (4一-7) . 
4. Who is entitled to a Young Persons Railcard among the following? 
av Students over 17. ,:二 
b. Students under 24. 
c. Students of any age, 
d. All of the above, . 
5. How much discount is the holder of a Student Coach Card entitled 
to have on coach fares? • 
a. 15%. c. 34%. 
b. 33%. d. 50%. 
6. If one bought an Internaitonal Student Card on Feb,4, 1985, when 
did the card become unusable for coach discounts? 
a. Dec.31, 1985. b. Jan.l, 1986. 
c. Feb.4, 1986. d. Feb.5, 1986. 
7. This information is most likely to be in 
a. a university travel office. 
b. an international hotel. . ^ 
c. a news stal1. 
d. a bank. 
« 
Passage 3. . 
At a dinner party, artist Dong Kingraan told about a six-year-
old prodigy whose talent astounded the critics but left them puzzled， 
because each of his paintings covered only half of its canvas. When a 
psychiatrist was called in to question the little genius, the doctor 
got nowhere asking oblique questions. Finally, he asked straight 
out:"Why is it you always leave the top half of your paintings 
blanks?" "Because，" said the little artist, "I can't reach that 
high." 
Questions： (8--11) 
8. The boy left the top half of his painting blank because 
• a. he liked to paint that way, 
b. the top was out of his reach. 
c. he painted like that by accident. 
d. that was the way he was taught to paint. 
9. The psychiatrist was called in because 
a. the boy was mentally abnormal. 
b. the boy had frightened the critics. 
c. the critics were amazed by the boy's talent. 
d' the critics didn't understand the boy's way of painting. 
10. "Oblique" means 
a. absurd. b. obscure, c. indirect, d. complicated. 
11. We can see from the story that 
a. children behave in ways adults do not understand. 
b. psychiatrists fo not understand children correetly. 
c. children like to amuse themselves by puzzling adults. 
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d. people tend to overlook the most obvious aspect of a 
problem. 
Passage 4. 
*What we want is rest,‘ said Harris. 
’ .^^Rest and a complete change,‘ said George. 'Change> of scene, 
and no need to think about any#iing.‘ 
I agree with George, and suggest we should look for some place 
far from crows and the noisy world. 
Harris said he thought it would be dreadful. He said he knew 
the kind of place I meant ； where everybody went to bed at eight 
o'clock, and you cuoldn't get an Evening News for love and for money, 
and had to walk ten miles to the nearest cinema. 'No,'^he said, if 
you want rest and a change, you can't beat a sea trip.， I objected 
to a sea trip strongly. A sea trip does you good when you are going 
to have a couple of months of it, but for a week, it is pointless. 
George said, ，Let，s go up the river .， He said we should have 
fresh airm exercise and quiet,... the constant changeof scene would 
occupy our minds (including what there was of Harris's), and the hard 
work sould give us a good appetite abd make us sleep well. 
Harris said he didn't think George oughto to do anything that 
might make hira sleepier than he already was but all the sarae he 
agreed the river would suit him, Harris, to a (T,. It suited me too 
and we therefore decided to go up the river. 
Questions: (12--14) ” 
12. "You couldn't get an Evening News for love or money," means 
a. newspapers are too expensive. 
b. no newspapers are available. 
c. you can usually buy newspaper with either love or mondy. 
d! newspapers are available but you cannot buy them with love 
or money. 
1 3 . "You can't beat a sea trip" means 
a. sea tripsa easy. 
b. you can't hit a sea trip. 
c. a sea trip is the best idea. 
d. a sea trip is the only choice* 
14. George thinks that Harris 
a. is the least intelligent. 
b. likes to sleep the most. 
c. doesn't have a mind. 
d. needs something to occupy his mind. 
Passage 5. 
Mrs. Bennet rang the bell, and Miss Elizabeth was summoned to 
the litrary. , 」 ,. 
"Come here, child," cried her father as she appeared. I 
understand that Mr. Collins has made you an offer of marriage. Is it 
true?" Elizabeth replied that it was. "Very well—and this offer of 
marriage you have refused?" 
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"I have, sir." • . 
"Very well. We now come to the point. Your mother insists 
upon your accepting it. Is it not so, Mrs. Bennet?" 
"Yes, or I will never see her again." 
" A n unhappy choice is before you, Elizabeth. From this day 
e you must be a stranger to one of your parents. Your mother will 
never see you ^ n if you do not marry Mr. Collins, and I wili n m e i 
see you again if you do." 
Questiohns: (15--17) 
1 5 . What had apparently happened immediately before this passage. 
• a. Mr. Bennet had been talking with Mrs. Bennet. 
b. Mr. Bennet had been talking with MIss Bennet. 
c. MIss Bennet had been talking with Mr. Collins. 
d. Mrs. Bennet had been talking with MIss Bennet. 
16. If Elizabeth marries Mr. Collins, she will 
a. be happy. b. please nobody. 
c. displease her father. 
d. displease her mother. 、 
17. Mr. Bennet speaks to his daughter 
a. seriously. b. angrily. ^ , 
c. in an informal manner. 
d. in a confused manner. 
Passage 6. 
Say the assignment is college football. Say that you ve 
decided to be against it. Beginning by putting down the arguments ， 
that come to your mind: it is too commercial, it takes the students 
minds off their studies, it is hard on the players, it makes the 
university a kind of circus instead of an intellectual center, for 
most schools it is financially ruinous. Can you think of any more 
arguments, just offhand? All right. Now when you write your paper, 
make sure that you don't use any of the material on this list. If 
these are the points that leap to your mind, they will leap to 
everyone else's, too, and whether you get a 'C' or a 'D' may depend 
on whether the instructor reads your paper early when he is fresh and 
tolerant or late, when the sentence ，In my opinion, college football 
has become too commercial, inexorably repeated, has brought him to 
the brink of lunacy.， 
Questions:(18-_21) 
18. The author's opinion on writing is 
a. use obvious arguments. 
b. avoid abvious arguments. 
c. don't repeat your arguments. 
d. arguments should be truthful. 
19. "Offhand" means 
a. when the question is off your hand. 
b. when you are not on guard. 
c. with previous preparation. 
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d. without much thought. 
20. The instructor is driven almost to the brink of lunacy because 
a. he is too tired and sleepy to remain sensible. 
b. he doesn't think college football is too commercial. 
c. the students use the came arguments in their papers. 
d.each student repeats himself over and aver again. 
“ 21. The author's tip for writing a paper is to write 二 
a. something the teacher might like. 
b. something new and fresh. 
c. what leaps to your mind. 
d. what you genuinely think. 
• 
Passage 7. 
Shipping out food to the United Ststes troops in all parts of 
the globe and supplying many foods for Great Britain has brought 
about dehydration. Why carry tons of water? A fresh egg is three 
- q u a t e r s water, many meats contains more than two-thirds water, fresh 
1 vegetables and fruits about 90 per cent. Drying foods dates back 
p many years, but this new process makes them a lot drier and the foods 
keep most of their original food value and flavor. Because of 
dehydration, these foods de= not need refrigeration, nor is it 
inecessary to package them in tins and so they require rauch l e ^ space 
in packing. Putting dehydrated foods in water is like bringing them 
back to life. Many foods are edible in their dehydrated state, and 
thus can easily be included in emergency kits for troops. 。 
Questions: (22—26) 
22. Choose thebest title for the above passage. 
a. Advantages of the New Dehydration Technique. 
b. Shpping Food to US Troops in England. 
c. Saving Space in Supply Ships, 
d. How Foods Are Dehydrated. 
23. Dehydration is a method of 
‘ a. preparing food for troops* 
b. drying food for storage. 
c. keeping food dry. 
d. transporting dries food. 
24. Dehydration has come into being mostly because in times of 
emergency people 
a. want to save space in shipment. 
b. don't like to eat food packaged in tins. 
c. find it inconventient to use refrigeration. 
d. find dried food as good as the original food. 
25. The most important merit of the new dehydration technique is that 
a. food can be put in tins. 
b. two-thirds water is taken away form food. 
c. water need not be added to the food. 
d. the goodness and taste in food is preserved. 




a. over 2/3 water. ‘ 
b. little water. 
. c . half water. 
d. 90 per cent water. • 
Passage 8, i。t ( 
Dear Mr. Wbdd, 
I had purchased a Minolta flashgun at a London shop of your 
company a few days before I left Britain in early October, 1987. I 
sent the VAT (Value Added Tax) refund form to your office from 
Heathrow Airport. On November 19th， I received from you a cheque for 
7.83 in settlement of the VAT refund via the Department of 
Haeraatology, University of Birminham, where I studied for the past 
.years. As I have already left Britain and closed all my bank 
accounts there, I have not been able to cash this cheque. I am 
writing to request that, with the authority provided by this letter, 
, you reissuethis cheque and make, it payable to my colleaque, Mr. H. 
Hicks, whose address is: Dept. of Mechanical Engieering, Leeds 
University, Leeds LS2 9JT. 
Anticipating that reissuing the cheque in his name will not . 
pose any problems,^I enclose the original cheque and am sending this 
letter by registered delivery.“ 




27. The letter is addressed to the refunds controller of a 
a. bank. b. shop. c. company. d. university. 
28. The writer is asking for 
a. cash. b. more money, c. a VAT refund, 
d. a new cheque 
, 29, The style of the letter is 
a. intimate. b. critical, 
c. businesslike, d. unfriendly. 
Passage 9 
The blue-and-white earth is gone now, its remnant a mere 
pinpoint of light in their window, and dimmer than Venus. Their 
destination, out the opposite porthole, is a plump red beacon, larger 
and more inviting as the weeks go by. 
The crew enjoy discussing these impressions with one another 
and with Mission Control, although with a ten-minute time delay 
conversation with Earth is becoming stilted. 
The discussion to launch them had been long and tortuous, its 
roots as old as the telescope. For centuries astronomers had 
marveled at the Fuzzy red ball in their eyepieces and lavished on it 
their most fanciful dreams. 
Intelligent beings lived there, they theorized digging long 
straight canals to bring water to cities hidden in desert oases. 
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, Later, when the likelihood of a lifeless planet crushed theseiiopes, 
there remained a special fascination with our planetary neighbor, in 
many ways the closest thing to an Earth twin in this solarsystem. 
As another James Michener put it:"Mars has played a s p e c i a l r o l e in 
our lives, because of the literary and philosophical spectulations 
that have centered upon it. I have always known M a r s . . . 
垂 I grew up not only knowing the place but alsowa^ting oaaiyto 
g o ^ i e r e . My trip to the moon in 1969 abroad Apollo1I served only 
to whet my Martian appetite. 
Questions: (30--35) . 
30. When the article begins, the author is 
a. alone on his way to Mars. 
b. again on his way to the moon. 
c. flying to Mars with his crew. 
d. flying to Venus with his crew. . 
31. According to the text, which of the following statements istrue? 
. a . M a n has long wished to visit his neightbor planet, Mars.: 
b. Man has only recently has the desire to visit Mars. 
c. To visit Mars became possible after man has invented the 
t e l e s c o p e . 
‘ d fo visit m T S is only the dream of the astronomers. 
32. The writer says that people's belief in the existence of 
intelligent beings on Mars 
a. remains strong today. ‘ 
b. was strong in the past. 
c. is now being challenged. 
d. has never arisen. 
33. "To whet my...appetite" means to make me 
a. more happy. 
b. more thirsty, 
c• more eager. 
d. more adventurous. 
34. "Mission Control" refers to the people 
a. who send back reports from the spaceship. 
b. who receive reports from Earth. 
c. in the control center on Earth. 
d. in the control room on board. 
35. In the passage, the author does not talk about 
a. his mission to Mars. 
b. his dessir to land on Mars. 
c. the philosophical traditions on Mars. 
d. the long-lived human interest in Mars. 
Passage 10. . . 
This diagram shows the variation in share prices over the last 
eight years. You can see that, whatever country you had chosen for 
investment, your shares would have fluctuated very considerably 
during the period. If you had invested in Switzerland, your shares 
woulcAoday actually be worth less than when you bought them eitht 
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years ago. Only in Japan has there been a firly marked increase; 
s L r e s there are worth more than twice what you would have paid for 
them. Of the。thers, all have suffered from t h e U ^ c r ^ ^ = = 
afrermath of inflation and r e c e s s i o n B r i t a i n in ^ ^ e d a r k e s t d a y s 
仇 the croses in 1974 fell furthestof all, but subsequently made a 
P s S o S rrcovery which was maintained - 1 ¾ . 1979. France, however 
S r S e r f o r m e d even better after a discourageing period ^-^^ng l976-
77; it is now showing a marked upturn and h a s e x c e e d e d e v e n i t s very 
successful 1973 prices. Germany, though unaffected by the iy/4 
c = r s i ^ 5 r i L c i n g a slight downturn at present，in comrtion with 
, Britain and Switzerland. 
36. Line 2 in the Graph indicates the performance of、 
a. Japan. c. Britain. 
b. France. d. Switzerland, 
37. Line 4 indicates the performance of 
a. France. c. Germany. 
b Britain. d. Switzerland. . 
38. If y o f h a d invested in Switzerland in 1974，your shares m 1979 
, ^ would b8> worth ” ， 
a. as much as when you bought them. 
b! more than when you bought them. 
c. less than when you bought them. 
d'. more or less the same as in 1975. 
39. w h L h of the following statements is false according to the 
GraPh?a. japan always performed better during this period than the 
other f = = . s h Q w e d a marked increase in its shares in 1979. 
c. Britain performed better t h a n F r a n c e i n l 9 7 7 
d. Germany suffered more than Britain did in 1975. 
S b y i s t s ^ a r e persons hired by organized interest groups to 
i n f l u e S l S s l a t i v e and administrative policies. Some PoUtical 
irUntists s e r obbying as essentially a "connnunication process 
'^^!"a^gle that the officeholder's perception of a particuUr ^ U c y 
I f L f l S n c e d s o l e l y or primarily by the information reaching him. 
il 'finv^^t's role is one of providing that information. By this 
= w = U n S i e s : f the " ^ e r n " lobbyist consist mostlyof 
: ’ n!t^nfdata and "expert" information and making public 
二 : = =二 6 = : !2isla?ive co^ittees rather than obsolete 
tactics of secret tactics of secret deals and bribes... The 
d e v l o p m e n t o f new lobbying techniques, however, does n o t m e a n t h a t 
t h r o E cruder ones have been discarded. Corporate lobbyis s 
l T n i T ^ l e ?he slushfund, the kickback, the stock award, the lavish 
^'rties and prostitutes, the meals, transportation, housing and 




‘ .- . • , 
、 ‘ ‘ . 
From the city councilman to the WhiteHouse | t s e l f ^ 
officeSlders accept money and favors from lobbyists m return for 
f a v o r e ^ ^ , J = n ^ aprice，” Howard Hughes once t o M his associate 
r . ^ : s s 0 - i r - : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
£ 恐 ： 二 二 二 二 苦 二 ^ ^ — 
二 二 二 二 二 6 二 1 二 = 二 二 and 
i l l e g = = the background of the lobbyists = 二 二 
. ^ ? ? - I - ^ - : i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
二 《 二 二 ； 二 二 二 二 池 — 
of the lobbyist's own choosing. 
4 0 w h ? r y " h ； t o ^ I o l i n g e x p r e s s e s t h e a u t h o r ' s P o i n t o f v i e w 7 
' ' ' a L o b b y i s t s ' role is one ofproviding information. 
b. Lobbying is a "communication process . — 
c. Lobbying i s a form of corruption. 
41 T h t a S r t h i r s = i = old tactics of secret deals and bribes 
. a. are still very much in use. 
b. are less favored by officeholders, 
c have been discarded. 





d a c c e s s i b i l i t y . 
43. "Ac^eLibility to the officeholder" means to 
a be accepted by the officeholder, 
b. be accede by the officehoMer. 
c get accorded with the officeholder, 
d： hlle personal contact with the officeholder. 
44 The phrase "hustling enticements" means that 
a. advice lobbyists offer. 
b. _ e n = i v e ^ ^ f ; ; f = f ^ ^ ^ l lative committees. 
【• 二 二 二 lobb5ists and Officeholders. 
^ 二 二 二 二 二 ^ - t h 「 f e l t a 




Lady of Threadneedle Street, as the bank is affectionagely called. 
Some embolded free marketers recommended that the nation abolishthe 
Bank of English, sell off its historic site in London's financial 
district, franchise the pound sterling as brand name and give private 
banks and financial institutions the right to issue their notes in 
sterling or comparable currency. Said Bank of English spokeman David 
Ingram, "This questions the whole basis of monetary policy. ， 
The teclaration came frora a pillar of Thatcherism, London s. 
respected Institute of Econmic Affairs. A study by economistKevin 
of Nottingham University contends, in the best Thatchnte fashion, 
that "recent research has reversed the conception that we need 
government regulations to ensure banking stability. It is government 
regulations that create instbility." Dowd，s answer is to remove all 
banking regulations. Laws governing fraud and contractual 
obligations would protect depositors, and market forces would prevent 
banks froracirculating tcx) raanynotes, thus forestalling inflation. 
Questions: (45-50) 
45. This passage most likely came from 
a. an American newspaper reporting financial news. 
b. a British newspaper reporting financial news. 
c. an American textbook on economics. 
d. a British textbook on economics. 
46. How many courses of action did the free marketers suggest? 
a. 3 b. 4 c. 5 d. 6* , 
47. The "Old Lady" of Threadneedle Street is 
• a. Margaret Thatcher, Prime Minster of Britain. 
b. an old lady living in Threadneedle Street. 
c. the proper name for the Bank of England, 
d'. the nickname for the band of England. 
48. "The financial wizards" refers to those 
a. wealthy clients of the Bank of England. 
b. markerters against the Bank of England. 
c. policy makers of the Bank of England. 
d. spokesman of the Bank of England. 
49 ’’A pillar of Thatcherism" is a person or a group of people who 
. a. agree with and support the policies of Margaret Thatcher, 
Prime Minister of Britain. . 
b. support Mrs. Thatcher by not liking the financial wizards 
in the bank of Britain. . . ^ ^._ . . 
c. agree with Mrs. Thatcher that economic instability is 
c r 6 3 - t i v 6 • 
d.agree with Mrs. Thatcher and support the idea of 
adolishing banks 
50. According to Kevin Dowd,s solution, 
a. government banking regulations should go. 
b. certain laws could not protect depositors. 
c. banks would be prevented from circulating too much money. 





. . ‘ … ！ Q：^ . > + k. j 
;々  English Working Memory {Reading Span) Test 
(15 minutes for each subject) . 
Directions: There are seven levels of difficulty to the test. 
Each level has three sets of sentences. At.level one, each set has 
two sentences. At level two, each s ^ has three sentences, and so on 
^ i l at level seven, each ^ has eight sentences. The subjectsare 
required to read aloud the sentences one after the other in a given 
set and then recall the last word of each sentence in that set. The 
、 ^ order in which they recall the last words need not correspond to the 
, given order of the sentences. The test finishes when a subject fails 
to remember all of the words in two out of the three sets. To 
illustrate the type of sentences used in the test, sixty two examples 
are given below. ^ 
1. The girl hesitated for amoment to taste the onions because her 
• husband hated the smell. 
2. The texi turned up Michigan Avenue where they had a clear picture ‘ 
of the lake. 
3. Every moning, while hiswife made coffee, the oldman looked out of 
the window at his garden. 
4. While they were talking, they saw an old blind man walking down 
the road. 
5. A country woman who was visiting the city for the first time 
entered a tall building. 
6. On a very cold winter's day, two rabbits were playing together in 
the snow. 




8. He got on his bicycle again and turned round the corner by his old 
school. 
9. He questioned Smith about the accident ^ and looked disappointed 
with Lee's answers. 
10. Mr. Wdrkman spoke to the boy w i t b n o sign of emotion on M s face, 
1 1 . The best way to teach yourself any garae is to watch experienced 
players. 
• 
12. A doctor can examine the inner parts of a living body by means of 
x-rays• 
1 3 . If a tiger can't obtain its usual food, it may attack humans. 
14. Do not become miserable when you apply for a lot of jobs and 
never get an answer. 
15 . Every year some new methods are desired to protect the food of 
the world. 
4« 
16. Traditionally women have stayed at home to look after the house 
and care for the children. 
17. The attitude of the boy to work is very different from that of 
the girl. 
18. I passed all the courses I took at my university, I could never 
pass grammar. 
19. The more knowledge we have, the greater power we have to do good 
or evil. . ^ 
20. The earliest human beings first made their thoughts known by 
geastures and cries. 
21. Elephants are the largest of all land animanls, and live in Asia 
and Africa. 
22. In a museum, we may find a lot of animals and birds from 
different places. 
23. Elephants are fond of bathing, and like to be near a lake or 
running water. 
24. The Greeks were fond of all sports which could make the 
body strong. 




26. The Greeks celebrated what they called the Olympic Games in every 
four years. 
27. In theuafternoon, we would take a train and visit vari«>us 
neighbouring places. 
28. We settled at last in a small village near the big mountains, 
• 
29. Since a nation consists of a great number of persons, 
every person should think of others. 
30. If there were no law, every man would becme a thief, a robber or 
a murderer. 
31. Many successful men say that they owe much of their success to 
the formation of certain habits. 
32. There is an old English proverb which says:"Honesty is the best 
policy." "• 
33. If you want to succeed in business, the first thing you must have 
is honesty. 
34. At home a man depends on his parents; abroad he needs the helpof 
his friends. 
35. The useful part of our food is carried to all parts of the body 
by b l o o d . . 
36. students learn to know everything about something but not 
something about everything. 
37. The Americans and the British speak the same language, and share 
a lot of social customs. 
, 38. One day during Mrs.Jones‘ visit with his daughter, they t o o k a 
bus around the city. 
39. In America, where labour costs are so high, 'do-it- yourself 
is a way of life. 
40. Many people in America repair their own cars, even build their 
own garages. 
41. In Hollywood there is a company that publishes children's books 





42, To raise the food and other farra products that people need, we 
have to have more land. 
o l e t 43. It has been found that few people make complete shopping lists 
before going to the store, 
44. The old British Empire began to break up even before the Second 
World War. • 
45. Last summer my brother and I stayed in Boston with some family 
friends. 
46. During the past few years, we have been faced with a lot of 
energy problems. 
47. Some people tend to believe that the eating of fish increases 
one's intelligence, 
^ 
^48. The are a number of ways to find the meaning of a new word. 
49. With a car people can go anywhere without spending a lot of 
money. 
50. The woman's liberation movement was started by women 
• who didn't want to stand behind successful men. 
5 L The women's liberation has made several changes in women's lives 
and also in men's lives. 
52. Every human being has a unique arrangement of the skin on his 
fingers. ‘ “ 
53. Ligntening is electricity that moves from one cloud to another or 
from clouds to the earth. 
54. The first invention was one that is still very important today— 
the wheel. 
55. Tim and Tony are twins, they are both the same age and same 
size. 
56. A rich American went to Paris and brought a picture painted by a 
French artist. 
57. Tim is looking at the painting, but he can't tell which is the 
top or the bottom. 
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58. Man is a land animal, but he is also closely tied to the sea. 
59. Once I had a little dog which dearly loved to lie beyond my feet. 
60. Is is not wise for a young man to expect only to be rich. 
61. A very important world problem is the increasing of population on 
t\\e land. 







厂 : 。 n ) c 
English Cognitive Control Test 
• (Ten minutes) 
Directions: Arrange the sentences in the following passages in 
the correct order. 
U ) 
1. The dogs trace the fox by scent, and the hunters follow. 
2. In Britain fox-hunting is one of the favorite pastimes of country 
gentlemen. ^ . 
3. In China, however, the fox is not hunted, but is a great t ^ i c for 
story tellers. 
4. The hunters ride on the horseback and are accompanied by dogs. 
5*. The fox is hunted in many other countries beside England. 
6. It is not often caught without an exciting chase. 
⑵ 
1. Persons who sit much at their business should take a kind of 
recreation that will supply their muscles with exercise* 
2. There are many games which people enjoy after their work is done. 
3! And those who spend most of their time in the open air and have 
constant muscular employment, should adopt reading or sorae 
other quiet form of recreation. 
4. other forms of recreation are boating, fishing, gardening, 
• cycling, walking, chess playing and reading. 
5. Among them are football, tennis and kite-flying. 
(3) 
1. "Yes, sir," said I. . 
2. Pleased with the compliment of the man. "0 yes, sir, i answered. 
"It is down in the shop." 
3. When I was a little boy, I remember, one cold winter's morning, I 
* met a smiling man with an ox on his shoulders. 
4. "You are a fine little fellow!" said he. 
5. "My pretty boy," said he, "has your father a grindstone?" 
6. "Will you let me grind my ox on it?" 
(4) 
1. Soon she noticed her son playing at funerals so she moved to a 
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place near a market. 
2. Mencius' mother lived near a graveyard.. 
3. Here Mencius before long played at trading. 
4. Again she moved. . '' 
5 . S h e thought this was not the place in which to train a young mind 
either. 
6. She went to live near a school, so that her son might see none but 
scholars and men of learning. 
• • 
(5) 
1. During the night an elephant got lost. 
2. The elephant then quietly pulled up and ate his potato plants. 
3. A circus came to a village to a village where nobody had 
ever seen one before, 
a 4. There's a terrible monster in your garden. 
5. When she saw it, she rushed screaming into the house. 
6. It wandered into the garden of the village doctor, 
7. "Doctor Wong, come down here at once]^ “ 
8. It's pulling u p a l l your lovely potato plants with its tail. -
. 9! The next morning the doctor's house-keeper came to his house to 
prepare breakfast. 
10. And, Doctor, I hate to tell you what it's doing with them! 
(6) 
1."You stupid boy, why did you ask such a thing?" said the mother 
angrily. ,, 
2. "Please will you give me that elephant?" 
3 . A mother and her young son were standing by a road-side in South 
India. 
4. But as I didn't get it, I have only lost a few words. 
5. An elephant came slong the road, ridden by his driver. 
6 . T h e little boy looked up with longing at the animal, 
7. "You know you can't have that elephant!" 
8. He spoke to the driver without a trace of fear in his 
voice. 
9. The driver took no notice at all but went on riding the elephant 
along the road. . 





、义。 English Analyzed Linguistic Knowledge 
(15 minutes) 
•. 
Directions: In quesions 16-40 each sentence has four underlinedwords 
o r D h r a s e ^ The four underlined parts 。f the sentences are marked 
m ^ ( C ) U ( D ) . I d e n t i f h t h e o n e u n d e r l i n e d w o r d o r p h r a s e 
S i t 1 s t i e c h a n g e d i n o r d e r f o r t h e s e n t e n c e t o b e g r a m m a t i c a l y 
c o ^ e c t . (The letters A, B，C and D have not been added here, though 
; they wereof course included in the actual scripts). 
16 For a long time cotton ranked first b e t M Alabama's crops, but 
t o L y it Lcounts for onlj a fraction of the aricultural 
, ; 1 7 M a r ^ a r e i ^ F u l l e r w a s n o t a c t i v e in the w o m e n ' s - r i g h t s m o v e m e n t , 
17. = 二 = 二 二 f a i 7 ^ c e f o r _ M in h e r b o o k ， — n 
in the Nineteenth Century, 
18 M o s t c i t i e i _ m ^ in the U n i t e d S t a t e s to at least 
1 9 ? h ： i S i ! v : n r r f ; r e s t d e p e n d s n o t o n l y o n t h e a n K . u n t o f ^ 
S l n f S f i T r e c e i v e s , _ a l s o o n t h e s e a s o n a l d i ^ r i b u U ^ o f 
2 0 J a L r F a r m e r , a n d A m e r i c a n c i v U r i g h t s l e a d e r , h e h e l p e ^ 
S l i s h th； congress of Racial Equality, and organization that 
is dedicated to the proicilple of nonviolence. 
2 1 . i m f S f ^ ^ _ Q 2 n i M i & 5 i ^ w o o r m b u s i n e s s e s d o ^ m _ M l o w a 
22 ff^s = f e r e 1 _ , a transfer.er is c o . p o s ^ two coils of 
^ 1 7 T i l a c e d t o g e t h e r w i U i ^ n o w i r e s a c t u a l l y m c o n t a c t . 
2 3 . T h r g ? e a t e s t - ^ £ S r e s o u r c e o f t h e s t a t e o f N o r t h D a k o t a i s 
their fertile farmland. ,.,._„ 
24 ^ ^ o c t r i n e of eminent domain is based on the egal tradition 
I h a t a i l k a L _ M e i l y i s s u b j e c t t o t h e c o n t r o l o f t h e s t a t e . 
2 5 ln l = i i t ^ 5 ^ ^ i ^ t l ^ f ^ i n g g u i d e e n t i t l e d A r e Y o u H u n g r y ? J a n e a n d 
L e l a S f S ^ T ^ i l d r e n i n s t i n c t i v e l y k n g w _ ^ f o o d s a r e g o o d 
26. S s ^ f t o the h e M i n g to nevigate and to find ^ M night. 
27 Once an important port of entry for immigrant to the 
S i f e r s i a ? ^ s , E 1 1 ^ I s l a n d r e c e n t r e o p e n e d i t s g r e a t h a l l 迎 a 
2 8 . _ S S : i i S f r = , ; v i s i t e d b y m i l l i o n s o f t o u r i s t s - c o m e 
for a varity of reason. . • 
29. Thi energy needed for animal g m v is derived pnraanly f i m 
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carbohydrates and fats. 
30. Countries tend to specialize in the production and • 
export ofthose goods and services that it can produce relatively 
cheaply. .• 
31. Antique auctions have become popular in the United S t a t e s b e c a u s e 
a steadily increasing awareness of the investment yalue of 
antiques. 
. 32. Alike an insect, the crustacean is an authropocm and 
animal with .iointed legs and an exoskeleton, a supportive 
coverinR for its body. 
33. Bricks are made from clay that is processed into a workable 
consistency, form to standard sizes, and then fired in a kiln. 
34. Her speech at the World's Columbian Ex^sition in Chicago in 1893 
brought Fannie local and nation recognition. 
35. A paragraph is a portion of a text consists of one or more 
sentences related to the same idea. 
36. A deficient of folic acid is rarely found in humans 
because the vitamin is contained in a wide variety of foods. 
37. Industry utilize the gaseous element xenon when 
developing specialized flashlignts and other powerful lamps. 
38. Some types of ferns resemble trees and some are too small that 
they look like moss, 
39 Made of sealskin stretched over a framework of whalebone or 
d7iftwood, and Eakimo kayak iscompleted enclosed except for the 
opening in which the paddler sits. 
40. Our urge to classify different life forms and give_u^ names s e ^ 





Chinese Reading C o m p r e h e n s i o n Test 
This test has been used as a standard Chinese reading 
comprehension test. For confidential reasons, it is notlisted here. 
The test consists of several short passages each followed by lour 
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Appendix F , 
C h i n e s e w o r k i n g memory (reading span) test. 
• 中 文 工 作 记 忆 制 试 
、 
( 1 5分钟） 
1 . 我 先 生 集 郎 ， 有 时 也 搞 些 ’ 邮 票 来 卖 -
2. 我 当 时 正 在 读 书 ’ 每 月 只 有 5 6 元 助 学 金 . 
3 . 吴 昌 颂 是 我 国 历 史 上 杰 出 的 艺 术 大 师 . 
4 . 我 有 个 中 学 时 代 的 好 朋 友 ， 他 很 爱 京 剧 . 
1 在 这 个 世 界 上 ， 最 多 变 的 其 实 是 认 . 
6 . 那 是 傍 晚 时 分 ， 无 风 ， 我 散 步 来 到 湖 畔 • 
7. 第 二 天 早 上 起 来 ， 竟 又 是 一 个 大 晴 天 . 
8 . 两 年 前 ， 我 饶 幸 地 跨 进 了 大 学 的 门 襤 • 
9. 他 茫 茫 然 的 拉 开 了 书 桌 的 一 只 抽 届 . 
1 0 . 他 抬 来 了 ^ 架 二 十 寸 的 大 彩 电 请 我 修 理 . 、 
1 1 . 他 骑 . 在 马 上 ， 看 见 远 处 有 灯 光 一 盛 . 
• 
1 2 . 他 一 双 眼 睛 吓 着 窗 外 的 一 棵 柳 树 . 
1 3 . 这 时 门 开 了 ， 从 外 边 走 进 来 两 个 人 . 
1 4 . 这 位 设 计 大 师 在 读 大 学 时 就 藉 爱 运 动 -
1 5 . 妇 女 和 儿 童 是 他 最 喜 爱 的 题 材 . 
1 6 . 我 凝 视 这 在 风 中 失 去 平 静 的 湖 水 . 
1 7 . 那 是 一 间 不 足 1 0 平 方 米 的 红 转 小 屋 . 





1 9 . 形 似 ， 永 远 不 是 艺 术 家 追 求 的 境 界 . 
2 0 . 失 恋 前 我 装 深 沉 ， 失 恋 后 我 装 开 朗 . 
‘ 2 1 . 这 次 ， 他 终 于 分 到 了 三 室 一 听 的 住 房 . 
2 2 . 因 为 住 得 近 ， 我 成 了 他 家 的 常 客 -
2 3 . 我 如 今 刚 刚 年 愈 不 惑 ， 却 巳 经 常 常 怀 旧 . 
2 4 . 自 打 上 大 学 ， 我 就 开 始 了 食 堂 生 涯 • 
2 5 . 朋 友 从 远 方 来 ， 带 来 了 几 箱 摇 滚 磁 带 . 
2 6 . 救 死 扶 伤 ， 是 医 生 的 天 职 和 崇 高 义 务 . 
2 7 . 特 殊 职 业 给 了 他 一 副 颇 有 特 色 的 容 貌 . 
2 8 . 生 活 逼 着 人 有 意 识 或 无 意 识 地 去 演 戏 . 
2 9 . 房 门 都 上 着 锁 ， 里 面 堆 放 着 些 旧 家 具 . 
3 0 . 近 年 来 ， 香 港 的 工 商 业 者 纷 纷 到 内 地 投 资 -
“ 3 1 . 汉 字 的 特 点 是 产 生 书 法 的 根 源 . 
3 2 . 刻 印 章 是 书 法 加 刀 法 的 艺 术 . 
3 3 . 在 求 职 时 ， 尤 其 重 要 的 是 精 神 抖 擞 -
3 4 . 在 这 三 个 人 中 ， 发 生 了 一 段 曲 折 的 故 事 . 梦 
3 5 . 不 合 理 的 婚 姻 制 度 毁 灭 了 她 的 青 春 • 
3 6 . 小 说 成 功 地 塑 造 了 玛 丝 络 娃 的 形 象 . 
3 7 . 此 后 ， 托 尔 斯 泰 的 世 界 观 发 生 了 转 变 . 
38. < 望 族 > 是 一 部 反 映 香 港 社 会 的 小 说 . 
3 9 . 普 希 金 出 生 在 一 个 世 袭 责 族 家 庭 . » 
4 0 . 霍 桑 是 十 九 世 纪 美 国 浪 漫 主 义 小 说 家 . 
4 1 . 有 五 分 之 一 的 美 国 人 每 天 吃 一 次 快 餐 . 
4 2 . 汉 堡 包 和 热 狗 是 最 受 欢 迎 的 快 餐 食 品 ‘ 
4 3 . 北 京 小 吃 是 北 京 千 年 都 城 史 的 、 活 化 石 • • 
4 4 . 他 有 5 0 岁 ， 是 该 校 化 学 系 的 教 师 . 
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4 5 . 体 力 劳 动 者 也 要 进 行 适 当 的 体 育 锻 炼 -
4 6 . 专 家 认 为 一 曰 三 餐 绝 非 最 佳 安 排 . 
4 7 . 他 做 了 一 个 令 人 大 为 惊 讶 的 决 定 -
4 8 . 情 绪 直 接 影 响 人 对 事 物 的 看 法 . 
4 9 . 他 送 给 我 们 每 人 一 件 白 府 绸 衬 衫 • 
5 0 . 人 难 免 会 遇 到 困 境 和 痛 苦 的 事 情 . 
5 1 . 我 们 抢 着 向 她 汇 报 我 们 看 的 节 目 . 
5 2 . 今 天 中 午 ， 姐 姐 买 来 了 四 张 戏 票 . ‘ 
5 3 . 妈 妈 回 来 了 ， 姐 姐 忙 着 给 妈 妈 端 早 饭 . 
5 4 . 走 出 大 门 ， 头 上 顶 着 似 火 的 太 阳 -
5 5 . 他 的 脸 上 开 朗 了 ， 微 笑 从 吸 角 展 到 眼 边 -
5 6 . 我 爱 看 孩 子 们 的 画 ， 大 胆 ， 充 满 了 想 象 • 
为 
5 7 . 我 在 上 车 前 一 小 时 接 到 了 你 的 电 话 -
5 8 . 我 看 见 了 那 个 身 穿 深 色 衣 裳 的 女 孩 -
5 9 . 葡 萄 ， 色 香 味 倶 全 ， 是 我 最 喜 欢 的 一 种 水 果 . . 
6 0 . 从 脚 步 声 ， 他 知 到 进 来 的 是 他 的 儿 子 • 
6 1 . 孩 子 的 成 长 ， 需 要 良 好 的 家 庭 环 境 . 
6 2 . 人 到 立 足 社 会 时 ， 为 了 生 活 ， 需 要 有 一 份 工 作 . 
*• • 
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Appendix G 
Chinese Cognitive Control Test 
See iteras 36, 37， 38， 39， 41， 42, 49， 51， 57， 59， 6 0 , 6 2 , 6 3 , 









• Appendix H 
0 
Chinese Analyzed Linguistic Knowledge Test. 
修改病句(请在原句上修改）。 ， . 
1.郑成功率领的部队所到之处，都受到了台湾人民的热烈欢迎。 
• j 










学出成果。 - , • • ^  . - - - ‘ • 
- ： - • • . •" . -
8
.晓上十点多了，我仍在塘海里回想着白夭参观的情景。 
9.四团以祟新的面貌演出的'<< 宏碧缘 >>，为繁荣首都舞台作出了新贲就。 
io/有一部分人把吸烟当成精神寄托，沉薛于昏昏然的烟海中。 • 
• .- ^ ‘ • • 
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